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Message from Dan McKinnon,
Director of Hamilton Water
On behalf of the staff and management team in Hamilton Water, I am pleased to provide this
2013 Rate Budget and Overview for Council consideration. While 2012 presented some new
challenges, we remain encouraged that our rate revenues continue to track in a positive direction.
We are excited about the path that we’re on and are ready to move forward with our strategic
objectives.
Although recent years brought uncertainly to an otherwise stable Rate Budget, we are
encouraged to see that throughout 2012 we’ve observed water consumption stabilizing with
non-residential consumption relatively unchanged however, slight increases in residential use has
occurred which is important to our business. In addition, 2012 is trending to be one of the driest
years in recent memory and while this occurrence may be responsible for a modest recovery in
seasonal residential water consumption, it also resulted in continued reduced average day flows
to the Woodward Avenue Wastewater Treatment Plant (Woodward WWTP). The current 2012 flow
forecast for Woodward WWTP remains stable at approximately 72% of capacity and should this
trend continue the need for expansion would not likely be required for a decade.
Climate change also continues to affect how our system performs and this year was characterized
by the predicted hallmarks of climate change including longer periods of dry weather interrupted
by extreme wet weather events. These conditions conspired to present the storm event that
created flooding throughout much of Binbrook, Upper Stoney Creek and the southeast mountain
in the latter part of July. This storm brought severe conditions that overwhelmed the municipal
sewer system and caused a significant amount of property damage. An investigation is being
completed to better understand the mechanisms of flooding in this area and if systems changes
are required.
A key benefit of recent weather conditions however is the lower overall volume of wet weather
flows reaching the Woodward WWTP, resulting in a reduction of raw wastewater bypass that
occurred at the Woodward WWTP. As a result, we are on pace to see the lowest volume of bypass
on record should this trend continue to year’s end. Additionally, a combination of low flows
and mild temperatures through the winter months of 2012 combined with a revised operating
strategy supported improved performance of the Woodward WWTP.
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Considering that Hamilton Harbour is the receiving body for all of the City’s combined sewer
overflow and treated wastewater, its designation as an area of concern by the International Joint
Commission and its recovering water quality the harbour remains a top priority for staff. We
continue to work with our partners at the Provincial and Federal levels of government on key
projects that will directly benefit the remediation of Hamilton Harbour under the Clean Harbour
Program composed of the Randle Reef Project and the Woodward WWTP Upgrade Project. In
addition, staff continue to pursue Federal funding in support of our Biosolids Management
Program. Throughout 2012, staff completed a significant amount of work to move all three
projects forward and it is our expectation that 2013 will see the initiation of each of these very
important environmental projects. Staff continue to work toward completion of agreements
with the Federal government on both the Clean Harbour Project and the Biosolids Management
Project. We remain hopeful that an agreement supporting Clean Harbour will be complete by
year’s end and City Council will receive a report respecting the Biosolids Project in mid-January.
As it relates to the Randle Reef Project, the team has officially received confirmation of the local
funding portion of the project. Local stakeholders await both the Provincial and Federal funding
commitments and remain hopeful that their approval will be confirmed in the very near future
allowing the project to officially commence. Hamilton Water staff are proud to represent the City
of Hamilton on this legacy Clean Harbour Program.
We are also very pleased with the progress related to the asset management of our existing water
and wastewater facilities. This program continues to move along aggressively and 2012 saw the
commissioning of significant capital replacements including Ferguson Avenue Pump Station
and critical water reservoirs and water booster stations including Stonechurch, Kenilworth
and Hillcrest. Although the rehabilitation of these facilities drastically improves the security
and safety of our water system, we remain diligent in ensuring all assets are programmed for
upgrades and replacement at the most efficient time as reflected throughout this Rate Budget.
We’re proud of the significant progress we have made this year, in particular the recent
investments made totalling $338 million in the last 5 years. This budget as proposed continues
to address important issues respecting the quality and safety of our drinking water, enabling
efficient and effective operations, improvements to our environment through wastewater system
upgrades, sustainability through asset management while meeting the needs for growth. We
thank Council for your continued direction, support and trust.
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Standard of Care - Owners & Managers of
Drinking Water Systems
On December 31, 2012, Section 19 of the Safe Drinking Water Act will be proclaimed
into law and the Standard of Care requirement will become a legal due diligence
requirement for Owners (Council) and Managers of municipal drinking water
systems in Ontario.

Due diligence or Standard of Care includes the requirement that Owners and Managers
“exercise the level of care, diligence and skill in respect of a municipal drinking water system that a reasonably
prudent person would be expected to exercise in a similar situation” and “act honestly, competently and
with integrity, with a view to ensuring the protection and safety of the users of the municipal drinking water
system”. The Safe Drinking Water Act and its Standard of Care requirement recognize that Owners
and Managers must be able to rely on external experts for guidance on operational matters. n
n

Standard of Care training was first
delivered to Council and managers in
2008. Refresher training was delivered
in June, September and November
2012. The updated training explains
the Standard of Care requirement,
provides background on the Walkerton
incident and its social and economic
costs, summarizes the legislative
framework for drinking water systems
and identifies the responsibilities
for Owners and Managers under
the Safe Drinking Water Act. The
core message of the training is that
Owners and Managers continue to
be aware of their duties, be informed
and be vigilant in matters related to
the operations of the City’s municipal
drinking water systems.
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Clean Harbour Project – Woodward Avenue Wastewater
Treatment Plant Green Infrastructure Fund (GIF)
In 2006, the City of Hamilton completed the Water and Wastewater Master Plan (WWMP) to
determine a long-term strategy that met the City’s water and wastewater systems needs to 2031.
The Master Plan addressed a number of issues, however the two most significant relate to the
City’s wastewater system:
Accommodate Growth: Committed to the need to expand the City’s Woodward Avenue
Wastewater Treatment Plant (WWTP) to accept flows that are consistent with growth projections
established in the Province’s “Places to Grow” legislation.
Improve Water Quality: Committed to improving the effluent quality from the City’s wastewater
system (Collection and Treatment) to meet Hamilton Harbour Remedial Action Plan targets for
the de-listing of Hamilton Harbour as an International Joint Commission Area-of-Concern on the
Great Lakes by 2015. This strategy also addresses the Ministry of the Environment Procedure F-55 for managing and treatment of wet weather flow.
The Master Plan propsed an integrated capital program for Woodward
WWTP, however since completion of the 2006 Master Plan, changes
in community demand required a revised implementation plan to
be developed. Shifts in planning conditions occurred including
significant reduction in water consumption and a corresponding
reduction in flow to the WWTP. This is a result of the recent
recession as well as conservation efforts which place downward
pressure on revenues and subsequently impact affordability.
The revised approach, as approved by Council in August
2012, decouples the growth component from the water
quality component and will allow for the delivery of a
water quality upgrade by 2017-2018. The expansion
of Woodward will occur as growth dictates and is
currently estimated to be required in 2023 depending
on actual growth. The City received commitment
from both the Provincial and Federal governments
to support this project financially, committing $100
million each.
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Biosolids Management
Biosolids are the nutrient-rich solid organic
matter recovered from the treatment of
domestic wastewater in a wastewater
treatment facility. The City of Hamilton
currently processes all of its biosolids through
the Woodward Avenue Wastewater Treatment
Plant including biosolids material trucked
from the City’s Dundas wastewater treatment
facility. Once treated through the digestion
process at the Woodward, biosolids are
transported and applied to agriculture land for
beneficial re-use via the City’s land application
contractor.

Staff are continuing with the ongoing
process to secure PPP Canada approval for
the Biosolids Management Project which
now also proposes Enhanced Treatment as
a viable alternative in addition to that of
Thermal Reduction. Should PPP Canada
approve the City’s application and associated
Business Case in support of this project, staff
will initiate an amendment to the Biosolids
Master Plan and associated Environmental
Study Report (ESR) as to align the project’s
environmental assessment process. Staff
continue to work through the details with PPP
Canada.

In order to meet existing commitments,
accommodate future growth, and address
regulatory requirements, a Biosolids Master
Plan was developed to identify a preferred
sustainable biosolids management strategy.
The preferred long-term strategy of thermal
reduction was approved by Council in August
2007.
Since the completion of the Biosolids
Master Plan, funding opportunities under a
Federal Public-Private Partnership program,
known as PPP Canada, were identified and
subsequently pursued at Council’s direction.

Staff continues to work with senior government
representatives to develop the necessary
agreements confirming the funding as it relates to
the revised scope of the Clean Harbour Project. We
are optimistic that terms of the agreement will be
developed and an agreement signed in early 2013
and initial works will begin soon after.
Rate Budget & Services Overview
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Hansen 8 Maintenance Management System
Hansen was initially purchased in 1987 in order to create a fire hydrant inventory.
This provided the Water department with a computerized system for managing yearly fire
hydrant inspection programs, tracking work orders and fire hydrant replacements.
Through the mid to late 1990s, Hansen was expanded in Hamilton Water to track all water and
wastewater assets. These included water mains, water valves, sewer mains and sewer manholes. A
customer service module was added to track and respond to customer service calls.
In 2001, the water meter
module was added to track
all water meters in the city for
maintenance purposes. Part
of this process included the
Universal Water Meter program
where approximately 35,000
unmetered properties were
required to install a water meter.
This was a three-year process
that ensured all properties have
a water meter.
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Hansen plays a key role in managing programs mandated by the Ministry of the Environment and
directed by Council, such as the Lead Sampling Program, the Wastewater Protective Plumbing
Program for flooded basements and the Water Backflow Protection Program to protect drinking
water quality.
The Customer Service and Community Outreach Section is currently in the process of upgrading
the Hansen software to their latest Web Technology Platform. This will affect approximately 650
users across Public Works and the Corporation. The Hansen upgrade is a two-year project that is
in the first quarter of its implementation.

Data tracked in Hansen
525,000 water assets
400,000 sewer assets
32,000 water work orders
for 2011
34,000 wastewater work orders
for 2011
20,000 water and wastewater
customer service calls for 2011

Rate Budget & Services Overview
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The City of Hamilton is successfully managing the challenges associated with operating and
replacing its aging infrastructure. Throughout 2012, staff successfully delivered a number
of complex multidisciplinary projects including the rehabilitation and/or replacement of
major booster pumping stations and reservoirs which were constructed in the late 1930s and
had reached the end of their useful life. The following table lists some of the major projects
undertaken throughout 2012:

Water Construction Projects Completed:
Ferguson Avenue Pumping Station Upgrades $26M
Stonechurch & Garth Pumping Station Upgrades $9.5M
Low Lift Pumping Station Upgrades $7M
Low Lift Pumping Station Intake Works $2.5M
Dewitt / Ben Nevis Water Reservoir Rehabilitation $250K
Woodward Water Treatment Plant – Corrosion Control Study $100K

Water Projects in Progress:
Carlisle Water Tower Refurbishment and Wellhouse Replacement $3.3M estimated
Kelly Street Stand Pipe Improvements $1.3M estimated
New Highland Gardens Park Pumping Station $7.8M estimated

Upcoming Water Projects:
Valve Chamber No. 3 (District 5) Upgrades $1.5M estimated
Water Treatment Plant Process Study $250K estimated
Glancaster & Osler Water Pumping Station Upgrades $2.5M estimated
Old Ancaster Road Pumping Station Replacement $2.5M estimated
Hillcrest Water East Reservoir Upgrades $12M estimated
Highland Road Pumping Station and Reservoir Upgrades $21M estimated
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The following are highlights of some
of our major projects:
New Ferguson Avenue
Pumping Station
The new Ferguson Avenue Pumping Station is
located behind the now decommissioned 1912
Ferguson Avenue Pump Station building on the
original 1878 site. Having the new Pump Station
on the same property as the old created an
extremely tight construction site and complex
construction sequencing, all of this while keeping
the existing pumping station operational. This
was accomplished by innovative engineering
and construction techniques fostered by
solid teamwork and communication among
the project team and stakeholders. Working
closely with operations staff and a variety of
external stakeholders, the project has been a
significant accomplishment and was successfully
commissioned in 2012.

Stonechurch & Garth
Pumping Station Upgrades
The Stonechurch Pumping Station was originally
constructed over a number of years, beginning in
1968 and ending in 1973. Key customers within
the service area of this district include residential,
hospitals and long-term care facilities. Complex
construction, sequencing of mechanical and
electrical tie-ins were performed while keeping
the existing pumping station operational. This
multidisciplinary capital project was completed
in 2012, prolonging the life of the assets to ensure
a safe, uninterrupted supply of water for future
generations.

Rate Budget & Services Overview
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Low Lift Pumping Station
Located on Hamilton’s waterfront, the Low Lift Pumping Station
with its distinctive parabolic roof design received substantial
upgrades. The Low Lift Pumping Station is where water is drawn
from Lake Ontario and pumped to the water treatment plant
for filtration and disinfection. It is a critical step in the water
supply chain for the City of Hamilton. This project included
process upgrades inside the facility, major exterior works such as
restoration of landscape architectural features, building facade
improvements and revitalization of the water fountain. These
upgrades have invigorated this symbolic feature representing a
familiar gateway to the City of Hamilton.

Hamilton Water Overview

astewater
WCapital
Projects
2012 was another successful year for staff as they delivered a number of important wastewater
system rehabilitation and upgrade projects including an industry leading engineering project,
namely the Wastewater Treatment Plant (WWTP) Biogas Enhancement and Digester Upgrades,
among other large, complex multidisciplinary projects. The following table lists some of the major
works undertaken by our staff throughout 2012:

Wastewater Construction Projects Completed:

Water Filtration Building
Architectural and structural rehabilitation of Hamilton’s
historic Water Filtration Building was completed in
2011. In order to mark this significant achievement
and recognize the contributions from senior levels
of government, an official opening ceremony took
place on October 5, 2012. As part of the upgrades,
a new interpretive learning centre was constructed
in the central area of the filter building gallery. This
area provides an overview of current and historical
information on water supply, treatment and distribution
in the Hamilton system. Also on display is the original
1933 filter building cornerstone and the contents of the
time capsule that was uncovered within the cornerstone
during the reconstruction of the filter building.

Hillcrest Reservoir Upgrades
Phase One Upgrades were completed on the west cell of the reservoir which included repair
and upgrade requirements that were critical to the continued safe operation of the facility and
operating environment for staff. The Hillcrest Reservoir is located at the base of the escarpment,
east of Chedoke Golf Course and was originally constructed in 1932. In order to complete the
phasing of this important project, design for the improvements to the east cell of the reservoir
will commence in early 2013. The works include a complete restoration of structural, process,
and civil elements. A number of sequenced modifications will offer improvements for water
circulation, general security and safer access into the reservoir for operations staff. Once these
upgrades are completed, this vital component of the City’s water supply system will meet modern
standards enabling it to serve the community for decades to come.
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Enhancement of Windemere Basin $20.5M
Woodward WWTP Biogas Enhancement and Digester Upgrades $42M
Primary Clarifier and Disinfection Upgrades $42M
Green Road Wastewater Pumping Station Capacity Upgrades $400K
Collection System Combined Sewer Overflow (CSO) and Phase One Real Time Control
Implementation $3M

Wastewater Projects in Progress:
Twenty Road Capacity Upgrades $2.5M estimated
Wastewater Outstation Odour Control (Biofilters) $2.7M estimated
Waterdown Wastewater Outstations (Mill St / Carl Crescent) $2.7M estimated
Hauled Waste Upgrades to Eastport Drive Pumping Station $1.5M estimated
Western Sanitary Interceptor – Burlington East Gate Removal $250K estimated

Upcoming Wastewater Projects:
Clean Harbour Project $320M estimated
Decommissioning Waterdown WWTP $5.5M estimated
Ancaster Wastewater Outstations Upgrades $2.8M estimated
Dundas Wastewater Outstations Upgrades $650K estimated

Rate Budget & Services Overview
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The following are highlights of some of our major projects:
Woodward WWTP Biogas Enhancement and
Digester Upgrades
The City of Hamilton’s Woodward Avenue Wastewater Treatment Plant has a rated capacity of
409 million litres per day (MLD) and treats sewage for approximately 480,000 customers. In 2012,
as part of the Infrastructure Stimulus Funding (ISF) program, the City completed the upgrades
to the biosolids process train. This project increases biogas generation resulting in energy
recovery and an overall reduction in the greenhouse gas footprint required to fully process the
biosolids. The scope of work involved improvements to existing digesters, implementation of
primary sludge thickening and construction of a new Biogas Purification Plant (BPP). The sludge
thickening process essentially increases solids retention time in the digesters resulting in more
reliable biosolids quality as well as enhanced biogas production and reduction of volatile organic
compounds while also potentially reducing the need for expansion related to growth. In addition,
extended biosolids retention time is expected to reduce the ultimate volume of biosolids to be
disposed and reduce operating costs associated with the dewatering process. A portion of the
biogas is purified in the new BPP to natural gas
pipeline quality and fed in the Union Gas utility
distribution network. The volume of gas processed
through the BPP is equivalent to that used by 1,500
homes annually. This plant is the first installation in
a municipal system in North America and received
the 2012 PJ Marshall Award - Certificate of Merit
for Municipal Innovation from the Association of
Municipalities of Ontario (AMO).

Hamilton Water Overview

Enhancement of Windermere Basin
Windermere Basin (the Basin) is located in the east end of the Hamilton Harbour, at the mouth
of the Red Hill Creek in the City of Hamilton. Originally, the Basin area was a natural wetland
and mud flat area. Between 1954 and 1972, the Basin was significantly changed as a result of
extensive lake filling and land reclamation activities; in 1988, the Basin was transformed once
again as a result of a rehabilitation project. Upon completion of the reclamation project, the
Basin served as a sediment trap and upon the transfer of ownership to the City of Hamilton, the
Basin was full with sediments and had very limited diversity.
In October 2000, the City and the Hamilton
Port Authority (formerly the Hamilton Harbour
Commissioners) entered into a settlement
agreement which transferred ownership of the
Basin lands to manage sediment build up in the
basin to the City. Since ownership in 2000, the
City investigated various options for the Basin with
the preferred option being the least costly and
environmentally beneficial way of transforming the
Basin into a thirteen-hectare Great Lakes coastal
wetland.
Construction of the wetland began in May 2010
and was completed in September 2012. The total
value of the project is approximately $20.5 million
including engineering and construction. The City, along with Governments of Canada and
Ontario, partnered to provide funding for the project. Funding is being provided from the Canada
Strategic Infrastructure Fund, which supports large-scale strategic infrastructure projects across
Canada.
The Enhancement of Windermere Basin best meets the vision developed by the Windermere
Basin Steering Committee, has been endorsed by the Hamilton Harbour Remedial Action Plan,
and will assist in the delisting of Hamilton Harbour as an International Joint Commission
Area of Concern. The project has transformed the Basin, a once open body of water with
limited diversity into a healthy and diverse Great Lakes coastal wetland that will increase
the aesthetic appeal and provide improved and additional fish and wildlife habitat that will
support restoration initiatives in the Harbour. The wetland will also offer a greater variety of
bird watching and lookout opportunities and will tie-in to the previous work conducted by
the Hamilton Waterfront Trust. In addition, the project will assist in creating a natural eastern
gateway to the City and a significant positive public profile.
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Lead Service Replacement

Randle Reef
The remediation of sediment contained within the area known as Randle Reef in Hamilton
Harbour remains a strategic objective of the City of Hamilton and is an internationally recognized
area of contamination. Primary contaminants of concern in the reef include excessively
high concentrations of Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons (PAH) as well as elevated metal
concentrations. These deposits are the legacy of previous industrial activities that have been
eliminated from current practice. The Randle Reef effort will have a direct contribution to the
process of delisting Hamilton Harbour as an International Joint Commission Area of Concern
(AOC).
A strong partnership has been developed for the Randle Reef Sediment remediation project
consisting of federal and provincial governments and local agencies including the City of
Hamilton. This project is being led by Environment Canada and the City of Hamilton is one of
seven partners that are supporting total project financing currently estimated to be $139 million.
The City of Hamilton is committing $14 million toward this objective which, when completed, will
have a direct positive impact on the image of our local region.
Currently, this project has reached a 100% detailed design stage and has been peer reviewed
by an independent engineer to provide confidence in the proposed work plan. The resulting
basis of design reflects a “Cap and Contain” solution which will be applied to the contaminated
sediments at Randle Reef. Project implementation will involve a three-stage process that
includes construction of a 7.5 hectare (ha) containment facility, dredging of contaminants, and
final capping and landscaping. The entire project is within the open waters of Hamilton Harbour
in the vicinity of Pier 15. The constructed facility will create a new area within the harbour which
is expected to support future port facilities including docking areas for shipping. A completion
target of 2023 is set for this work pending final approval for funding from both the provincial and
federal governments. Hamilton Water staff will continue to represent the City throughout this
very important project.
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Since 2007, the issue of lead in drinking water has become a concern in Ontario. Education
and outreach programs related to lead in drinking water has increased response to the City of
Hamilton’s Lead Service Replacement Program. Under the Lead Service Replacement Program,
the first step is the inspection of the existing water service line to confirm if it is constructed of
lead or lead alloy. Since 2007, the number of service line inspections increased considerably in
response to the awareness to outreach respecting lead and its adverse health affects. As a result,
the numbers of water services replaced annually continues at an increased rate.
By 2012, the number of water service line inspections has stabilized to approximately 870 per
year and the City is currently completing approximately 700 water services per year with no
appreciable backlog.

Table 1 : Water Service Line Replacement History
Year
(Sept 1 – Aug 31)

Water Service Line Replacement
(Public Portion)

2011 – 2012

714

2010 – 2011

906

2009 – 2010

1005

2008 – 2009

922

2007 – 2008

625

2006 – 2007

478

Rate Budget & Services Overview
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Corrosion Control Program
In 2007, the Ministry of the Environment, under Regulation 170/03 of the Safe Drinking Water
Act, imposed the requirement on all water operating authorities to conduct bi-annual sampling
of their drinking water systems for lead. The regulations further require, where lead is found to
persist in the drinking water systems, that the operating authority proceed with strategies to
reduce or eliminate lead from the drinking water.
In 2012, the City ceased collecting samples for lead from private plumbing systems (residential
and commercial water taps) and moved to bi-annual sentinel sampling of the water distribution
systems only. This sentinel sampling includes a
total of 27 samples taken from fire hydrants and
other sample points found throughout the six water
systems operated by the City. The sentinel sampling
will continue into 2013.
Staff continue to study potential changes in water
chemistry at the Woodward Water Treatment Plant
to reduce or eliminate lead in the drinking water.
This study of water chemistry moved to pilot scale
testing in 2012 to identify methods best suited to
control the accumulation of lead in the drinking
water. Conclusion of the pilot scale testing and final
report is expected in 2013.

Leak Detection
In August of 2012, staff conducted temporary
District Metering & Leak Detection Studies in
pressure District 5 which initially began in 2010.
The District 5 water distribution system is located
between the Lincoln M. Alexander Parkway (LINC)
at the south, the Niagara Escarpment at the north,
from the east leg of Mountain Brow Blvd in the
east, to Scenic Drive in Ancaster to the west. District
5 also includes a small area between the LINC/
Redhill Expressway and Paramount Drive in the
east and between Mud Street in the south and the
Niagara Escarpment in the north. The study is being
conducted to identify leaks in the water distribution
system that are not evident due to geological or structural conditions.

18

Repairing these unidentified leaks has had a significant impact on reducing the City’s water loss.
Staff are working toward repairing these leaks which are believed to account for 2.2 MLD of lost
water every day.
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Backflow Prevention
Program
The City of Hamilton’s Drinking Water
Backflow Prevention By-law is truly
unique and highlights the City’s balanced
approach in doing business. The by-law
recognizes that different properties pose
different hazards and risk levels to our
system and that one approach does not fit
all. Therefore, the by-law allows for certain
properties which have a small diameter
water service and who pose a very minimal
risk to submit a self-assessed survey to
the City at no cost as long as there are
no high hazard connections identified,
they are exempt from having to install a
backflow prevention device. This approach
has allowed the City to protect its water
system from hazards that pose a high risk,
while at the same time acknowledging the
economic challenges faced by many small
businesses.
During 2012, staff assisted property owners
and contractors to understand their roles
and responsibilities through various
outreach initiatives such as: direct mailings,
phone calls, group presentations, and
meetings with individual property owners
and their contractors. Along with providing
this information, staff has also worked with
property owners to develop plans that will
ensure compliance with the by-law and
the safety of our drinking water. These
efforts have resulted in the completion
of over 6,500 surveys and the installation
of 685 Backflow Prevention Devices thus
far. While there is still much work to do,
staff will continue to actively reach out to
property owners during 2013 in order to
assist them in developing plans to come
into compliance with this by-law.

Rate Budget & Services Overview
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Protective Plumbing Program
On July 7, 2011, Hamilton City Council approved
amendments to the Protective Plumbing Program
(3P) guidelines. One of the main changes to this
program was to make it available for all owners of
single family homes within the City of Hamilton
who are connected to the wastewater collection
system and have not previously experienced
basement flooding. During the first two years of this
program, the focus was on property owners who
had previously experienced basement flooding
during the various designated storm events where
the compassionate grant had been utilized. With
these new changes, property owners who wish to
proactively protect their property from the effects of
sewer surcharging during storm events would now be eligible to participate in the program.
Since the new guidelines came into effect, the program has seen a dramatic increase in uptake.
Throughout 2012, it is expected that approximately $5.8 million in grants will be provided. Staff
will be reporting back to council on the sustainability of the program and potential delivery
options.

Sewer Lateral Management Program
The Sewer Lateral Management Program (SLMP) provides guidance and grants to property
owners experiencing sewer related problems. For the last three years, there has been a decline in
the number of sewer lateral investigations conducted. Since 2009, investigations have declined
by approximately 12% annually to a total of 848 investigations in 2012. From September 1, 2011
to August 31, 2012, 963 sewer laterals were repaired or replaced under this program. In 2006,
when the current SLMP was implemented, there was an expectation that the new program would
allow faster and more efficient repair of sewer laterals and as a result an increase in the number of
repairs. Additionally, there was also an expectation that over time the numbers of repairs would
decline. We are hopeful that the decline in recent years may be a signal that we are beginning to
level off to more sustainable levels.
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Source Control Wastewater Treatment
Plant Influent Quality
Improvement
Over the last several years, staff in our
Compliance and Regulations section
have worked with our largest industries
to assist them in moving toward full
compliance with the City’s Sewer Use
By-law. Three of our largest consumers
have spent a combined total of over
$40 million commissioning wastewater
treatment facilities of their own. We are
already seeing vast improvements in
influent quality at the Woodward WWTP
with regards to parameters such as
Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons (PAH),
cyanide, phenol, benzene and toluene.
Influent has already shown a 20 to 30%
reduction in some of these non-treatable
parameters, during the first half of 2012,
and staff remain hopeful that even further
improvements will be realized.
Through our Fats, Oils and Grease (FOG)
Management Program, staff were able to
educate food service owners on how to
better handle and dispose of their cooking
grease, thereby diverting grease from the
drain. This has resulted in a 44% reduction
in Oil and Grease (animal/vegetable) in the
Woodward WWTP influent since 2008. It has
also led to many restaurant owners saving
money and, in some cases, making a profit
by selling their used grease to recycling
companies.
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A

wards &
Presentations

Awards
Project of the year - Ontario Public Works
Association Greater than $10M category:
Water Filtration Plant Restoration
P.J. Marshall Certificate of Merit Association of Municipalities of Ontario
(AMO): Hamilton is enhancing its Woodward
Avenue Wastewater Treatment Plant so that
in addition to producing electricity and heat
from its digesters, it will also produce natural
gas – a unique twist and expansion of an
already leading edge use of technology.

Hamilton Water Overview

Water and Environment Association of Ontario (WEAO) Annual Conference
Papers presented at the WEAO Conference, Ottawa – 2012
• Title: “Waste Gas to Natural Gas: Evaluation and Selection of Biogas Purification
Technologies for Production of Biomethane from Digester Gas”
Presenter: Project Manager, Plamen Nikolov

• Title: “Creatively Managing Site Constraints – Transforming Primary Clarifiers to a Sewage
Pumping Station in Waterdown, ON”
Presenter: Project Manager, Nathan Reicheld

• Title: “Assessment and Evaluation of Large Wastewater Pumping Technologies – Woodward
Avenue Wastewater Treatment Plant Upgrade and Expansion”
Presenter: Project Manager, Plamen Nikolov

• Title: “How to Save Measurable Benefits of Energy Efficient Design - How to Save $1/2
Million a Year in Pumping Costs”
Presenter: Project Manager, Bill Docherty

• Title:“Hamilton Stormwater, Flood and Climate Change Planning and Management”
Presenter: Project Manager, Nahed Ghbn

Project of the year - Ontario Society of Professional Engineers Hamilton/Halton Engineering
Week (Civil Engineering Category): Woodward Water Filtration Plant Restoration 2012
Public Education & Awareness Water Efficiency Award – Ontario Water Works Association:
School Tours and Curriculum with the Hamilton Harbour Puppet Shows and CD, The Rippling
Effect

Presentations
Canadian Institute’s 9th Advanced Guide to Public Procurement
January 2012
• Title: City of Hamilton Woodward Avenue Wastewater Treatment Plant Biogas Upgrade
Presenter: Project Manager, Plamen Nikolov
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Water Environment Federation’s Annual Technical Exhibition and Conference
(WEFTEC)
Paper presented at WEFTEC Conference, New Orleans – 2012
• Title: “Biogas Enhancement and Utilization at Hamilton’s Woodward Avenue WWTP”
Co-author: Project Manager, Plamen Nikolov
WaterSmart Innovations Conference & Expo
Paper displayed at Conference, Las Vegas – 2012:
• Title: “H20 Puppet Shows – Music & Interaction, Educate & Entertain”
Author: Project Manager, Chris Wilson

Ontario Public Works Association National Public Works Week Awards
Paper presented at Ontario Public Works Association
National Public Works Week Awards Luncheon, Mississauga:
• Title: “Woodward Avenue Wastewater Treatment Plant Expansion”
Presenter: Director of Water and Wastewater Engineering, Dan Chauvin

Ontario Water Works Association (OWWA) Cross Connection Control Workshop
Kingston, Ontario, March 12, 2012:
• Presentation: “How to Start a Cross Connection Control Program”
Presenter: Backflow Prevention Officer, Dale Badour
Computational Hydraulics International (CHI) Conference on Stormwater & Urban Water
Systems Modeling
Toronto, Ontario,
February 27, 2012:
• Presentation:
“Comprehensive
urban stormwater
system modeling and
communications for
sustainable urban
flood management
in complex planeescarpment terrain”
Presenter: Project
Manager, Monirul Islam
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H

amilton Water Facts

Hamilton Water is dedicated to providing
safe, high quality and consistent supply of
drinking water, the collection and treatment
of wastewater and the protection of water
resources within our community.
Hamilton Water is comprised of 6 sections:
• Water and Wastewater Engineering
• Plant Operations
• Water Distribution & Wastewater
Collection
• Customer Service and Community
Outreach
• Infrastructure and Source Water Planning
• Compliance & Regulations
Hamilton Water Facts data reporting period is
September 1, 2011 to August 31, 2012.

Water and Wastewater
Engineering
Water and wastewater facilities provide
an important public service to produce
and deliver clean, safe drinking water and
provide effective treatment of wastewater
to protect public health, property and
the local environment. The Water and
Wastewater Engineering Section (WWE)
manages a large portfolio of capital projects

related to upgrades and renewal of all water
and wastewater facilities within the City
including treatment facilities, communal
wells, pumping stations, reservoirs and
combined sewer overflow tanks. This can
only be accomplished through the hard
work and dedication of our staff through
solid project management principles which
are the core of the WWE project delivery
structure. Recent accomplishments clearly
demonstrated these skills including the
ambitious program to successfully complete
$116 million of Infrastructure Stimulus
Funding (ISF) projects and completing other
complex and challenging projects such as
the expansion of the Primary Clarification
processes at the Woodward Avenue
Wastewater Treatment Facility. While many
of these projects were undertaken at very
old and complex facilities, the projects were
completed in a timely manner with minimal
disruption to our customers and no negative
impact to our environment by employing
solid communication and risk management
best practices. We are confident that the
processes and experience applied by our
skilled professionals will be maintained
through continual improvement processes
to meet our future infrastructure investment
needs and challenges.
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In order to maintain safe and reliable water
treatment/distribution and wastewater
collection/ treatment services to our
community, WWE applies the principle of
sustainable infrastructure management
through detailed asset management
practices. Asset management programs are
in place for all facilities whereby systematic
evaluations and upgrades are undertaken
on a proactive basis to ensure the highest
level of dependability is maintained across
the entire water and wastewater system.
Assets are prioritized, and fully inspected
to identify needs at each facility based on
information collected on condition, risk and
estimated lifecycle metrics. Site assessment

Hamilton Water Overview

conclusions are used to identify remediation
work which is budgeted and planned as
future capital upgrades or, in some cases, a full
replacement is recommended as to optimize
future serviceability and mitigate risks. A data
supported process is utilized to prepare a
defendable capital budget necessary to deliver
these system improvements. Examples of
recent successful projects within the City of
Hamilton that demonstrate the advantages
of a programmed approach include several
large reservoirs and pump stations. These
sites include the Stone Church Pump Station,
Ferguson Pump Station, Kenilworth Reservoir,
Hillcrest Reservoir, and the Waterdown
Standpipe. These city assets are critical in
providing daily service to the community and
were thoroughly inspected through the asset
management process to detail capital needs
before construction projects were designed
and implemented.
Water and Wastewater Engineering
• Annual capital upgrades of approximately
$50-$70 million.
• Manage approximately 100 projects and
studies annually.
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Plant Operations
Water and wastewater operations staff worked hard to ensure another successful year of
providing reliable, safe supply of drinking water as well as efficient, effective wastewater services.
This is an impressive achievement considering the large volume of capital works commissioned
this year. While it remains remarkable that these capital works were delivered seamlessly to the
every-day operations, a summary of those very important operations activities are as follows:
Water Purification
Drinking water production over the last 12 months dropped to its lowest level in the last 10-year
period. Total volume from the Woodward Water Treatment Plant (WTP) for the city totaled 78,100
ML, which is a 6.5% reduction from the previous 12 month total of 83,557 ML. Continued water
conservation and reduced industrial, commercial and institutional (ICI) demand are contributing
factors to this trend.
During 2012, several major capital upgrades were completed at the Woodward WTP. These
included the Water Filtration Building rehabilitation including structural and architectural
modifications; Low Lift Pumping Station upgrades, which included the refurbishment of the six
main pumps; and High Lift Pumping Station retrofit, which included the replacement of major
electrical systems and the six pumps and motors in the facility. While these projects represented
dramatic capital works opearions, staff successfully integrated the work seamlessly.
Wastewater Treatment
Over the past 12 months, we observed an unusual change in the frequency of rainfall events and
very mild temperatures. Lack of snow and rainfall for most of 2012 reduced total influent volume
from 118,600 ML in 2011 to 103,800 ML for the last 12 months which yielded a total capacity
utilization of 71.6%. The previous record for lowest annual volume was 107,222 ML in 2010. This
year was notable as the Woodward Wastewater Treatment Plant (WWTP) recorded the lowest
number of plant bypass events with a total of 9. The previous record of lowest amount of bypass
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events was 19 in 2010. The record that still stands for the most
amount of bypass events was recorded in 2000 with 119. Bypass
events at the WWTP are the result of inflows that exceed the
plant peak design and are related to wet weather in terms of the
number of precipitation events, duration and intensity of each
event.
Operating performance at the Woodward WWTP reached 80
months of continuous compliance with the existing Certificate
of Approval. Influent temperature increased by over 6% from
an average of 18.4oC to 19.6oC. This, in addition to the plant
optimization program, resulted in increased stability and
improved treatment plant performance.
Plant upgrades that continued in 2012 include the installation
of additional primary treatment and disinfection upgrades,
construction of a new primary sludge thickener facility and
refurbishment and upgrading of the effluent water tertiary filter
at the Dundas WWTP.
Biosolids and Gas Purification
The production, stabilization and land application of biosolids
for the past 12 months has declined from 41,128 tonnes in
2011 to 39, 800 tonnes, a reduction of over 3% and is consistent
with the reduced influent volumes. Methane gas production
from the digestion process for the same period was 5,453,597
m3 as compared to 5,919,223 m3 in 2011. A new digester gas
purification system was commissioned for biogas recovery and
conversion to natural gas quality to supply to the local Union Gas
grid.
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Facility Maintenance
A total of 9,079 preventative and corrective maintenance work
tasks have been generated over the last 12 months compared to
8,722 work tasks in 2011. The breakdown of these work orders
has been a total of 6,248 preventative and 2,831 corrective,
which represents a maintenance ratio of 69% to 31% compared
to the target level of 80% to 20%. Maintenance was completed
on several major equipment components that included the
repair/refurbishment of a number of pumps in the Woodward
WWTP Main Pump station, Secondary Clarifier maintenance on
Final Clarifiers #2/#4/#7, Centrifuge rebuilds on units #2 and
#3 and the replacement/overhaul of pumps at the Eastwood
Combined Sewer Overflow (CSO) tank.			

Water Distribution and
Wastewater Collection
Water Distribution
Over the preceding year, 252 watermain breaks
were repaired, and of those, 129 (or 51%) occurred
during the colder period of December 1 to April 30.
The number of breaks this year is consistent with
the four year average of 287; however, the number
of breaks that occur in the colder season is trending
downward from a high of 65% four years ago to the
51% we saw this year, which may be attributed to an
increase in temperatures.
The Ontario Fire Code requires that the City inspect
all of its hydrants annually and to record the flow
capacity of one third of all hydrants annually. As
a result, the City inspected approximately 10,800
hydrants and flow tested 3,100 this year. In line with
previous years, approximately 427 hydrants were
repaired and 50 replaced.
Several years ago, the City re-invested in a water
valve exercising program with the goal of operating
all the valves in our water distribution system on
a 3 year cycle. Through this program, 6,300 valves were
“exercised” this year and as an outcome of this program, 47
valves were identified as inoperative and were either repaired
or replaced.
Wastewater Collection
The primary technique used by the section for monitoring
and maintaining the sanitary and storm sewer collection
systems is zoom camera inspection of manholes. The Zoom
Camera Inspection Program aims to inspect all the manholes
in the collection system on a 4 to 5 year cycle. This year,
approximately 12,000 manholes were inspected. That is an
increase of 25% over last year as a result of a new service provider ramping up operations under
the new contract.
The data collected by the zoom camera inspections is the primary driver of the City’s proactive
sewer maintenance activities including CCTV sewer inspections, sewer cleaning and manhole
maintenance. From the zoom camera inspections, the City cleaned 104 km of sewers, CCTV
inspected 180 km of sewers, and 466 manhole frames and covers were reset or replaced.
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Customer Service & Community Outreach
Outreach and Education
The Outreach and Education group within Customer Service & Community Outreach (CS&CO)
provides support to each section of Hamilton Water in the development of outreach materials
for all initiatives, programs and events. As part of this, their role is to ensure that the materials
produced are professional, easy-to-understand, and consistent throughout the section in look
and feel. One of the greatest privileges this group enjoys is being able to educate the city’s youth
on the value of water and how the city utilizes this precious resource. One of the unique ways in
which we accomplish this is through our partnership with schools and an educational puppet
show that has been developed by staff, which is one of the main features of our annual Children’s
Water Festival.
During the past year, over 10,200 young people have been educated through our various
programs including the annual Children’s Water Festival and annual World Water Day Walkathon
where over $18,000 was raised to assist in the drilling of wells in Haiti. We also enjoyed a very
successful rain barrel sale where over 1,400 rain barrels were sold.
Engineering Systems
The Engineering Systems and Data Collection
Section of CS&CO is responsible for leading,
managing and organizing all aspects of the
Hansen system and Hansen 8 migration
for Public Works and the creation and
maintenance of municipal infrastructure
assets which are mainly related to water and
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wastewater. This section also manages the Geographic Information System (GIS) components
used by the Hamilton Water front line staff. During the past 12 months, over 6,900 new assets
have been added and another 10,500 have been updated. In addition to this, nearly 1,000,000
records related water usage have been processed.
Service Coordination
The Service Coordination group of CS&CO is responsible for maintaining water meters, operating
our storefront where various water and wastewater permits are sold, enforcing our Backflow
Prevention By-law, overseeing the Protective Plumbing Program (3P) and operating our Hamilton
Water Call Centre. In order to accomplish this work, approximately 8,700 work orders
and 19,500 service requests were generated. This represents a 9% increase over the same period
last year. Approximately 1,500 new water meters have been added and our call centre has
handled approximately 31,900 calls (total calls handled, does not include dropped calls) which
represents a 7% increase over the same period last year.

Infrastructure and Source Water Planning
Source Water Protection Planning
Development of the various Source Water Protection Plans for the Clean Water Act is led
by the Infrastructure and Source Water Planning (ISWP) section. ISWP staff work through
development of Official Plans and by-laws to implementation and enforcement through the role
of Risk Management Official. Currently three staff have achieved Ministry of the Environment
accreditation as Risk Management Officials.
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During the past year, Source Water Protection
Plans have been completed for the Hamilton/
Halton and Erie source protection regions.
Draft Policies related to these plans have
been presented to Council whereby Council
has received them. The Plans and Policies are
scheduled to be submitted to the Ministry
of the Environment in late 2012. The City’s
Biosolids Master Plan was finalized after
extensive stakeholder consultation whereby
the Ministry of the Environment determined
that the Plan was in full compliance with the
Environmental Assessment Act.
Water, Wastewater and Stormwater
Planning
ISWP initiates servicing strategies for secondary planning and coordinated Class Environmental
Assessments for SCUBE Subwatershed Study and the East Mountain Water Servicing Conceptual
Design, which allow dependent planning works to proceed. Class Environmental Assessments
(EA) for Infrastructure servicing were initiated in 2012 for the Carlisle Elevated Reservoir and
Well, Waterfront Breakwater/Shoreline, Cherry Beach Shoreline Erosion, and Ancaster Water
Operations/Storage. Completion of the Class EAs are conditions of Ministerial and Approval
Authorities permitting for construction process.

Hamilton Water Overview

Compliance and Regulations
Environmental Monitoring & Enforcement
The Environmental Monitoring & Enforcement (EME) Group monitors 450 industrial, commercial
and institutional (ICI) facilities in Hamilton to ensure the protection of the City’s sewer
infrastructure, wastewater treatment plants as well as the natural environment.
Our Enforcement Officers attended 87 ICI facility inspections, and our Monitoring Technicians
captured 1,150 samples in order to ensure compliance with the Sewer Use By-law. These samples
led to 74 Notices of Violation being issued due to non-compliance. EME staff also responded to
141 spills to sewers, catch basins, ditches and the natural environment.
EME also offers assistance to a large number
of small and medium sized businesses in
achieving compliance with the Sewer Use
By-law via the Pollution Prevention (P2)
Program. Three hundred small to medium
sized facilities were visited to educate their
operators on various best management
practices. The P2 Program also has a new

Stormwater service analysis and solutions were completed including Flooding/Drainage
Response Procedure, Robb Avenue Slope Stability Rehabilitation Conceptual Design, Rothsay/
Gage Park Stormwater Service Improvement Conceptual Design, Whitfield Avenue Flooding
Conceptual Design, Rosedale Neighbourhood Stormwater Service Improvements Conceptual
Design, and the Jasper/Bland Streets Drainage Conceptual Design.
For the City’s Combined Sewer Service Area, a comprehensive update of the Real Time Control
Operating Strategy and related Capital Program, and an enhanced computerized hydraulic model
were completed in 2012.
The ISWP section undertakes interdepartmental support for proposed land-use changes, zone
change applications and planning of subdivisions. In the past year, over 430 circulations were
reviewed and commented on to move forward growth-related proposals. Growth and capital
renewal of the city’s water distribution network requires extensive documentation and standards
review as dictated by the Ministry of the Environment. ISWP reviewed and approved Ministry
documentation requirements for 19 Form 1 – Record of Watermains Authorized as a Future
Alteration packages, ensuring continued compliant system design and function.
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residential component to educate residents on what can and can’t be disposed of down the
drain, as well as a comprehensive Fats, Oils & Grease (FOG) Management Program that assists
food service businesses on how to properly manage their cooking grease.

The WWW Operating Authority recently received full accreditation for the DWQMS in July 2011.
CSG looks forward to successful annual Systems Audits and the on-site Verification Audits to
maintain full accreditation of the WWW Operating Authority.

The EME Program has had significant growth and changes in the past few years. Success of EME
Programs is evident in the number of dischargers that have been brought into or are nearing
compliance since 2006.

CSG also promotes staff knowledge of systems and legal requirements through formalized
communication processes and training programs. Key means of communication include
management meetings, legal updates, newsletters and presentations. CSG maintains the Beyond
Compliance Operating System (BCOS) Database which manages WWW documentation. To date,
approximately 14,200 documents have been uploaded and are managed in the BCOS Database.

One of our current objectives is to draft a new and improved Sewer Use By-law which will go to
Committee and Council for approval in early 2013. The By-law will include language to support
our P2 and Waste Hauler Programs and will allow for the replacement of Discharge Agreements
with a more user-friendly Permit system.
Compliance Support Group
The mandate of the Compliance Support Group (CSG) is to develop and maintain our water and
wastewater (WWW) environment, quality, health and safety management systems and legal
requirements. As an example, the City’s Drinking Water Quality Management System or DWQMS
and its accreditation is maintained and improved through internal audits, annual reviews of water
infrastructure and risk assessment, management reviews and ongoing procedural reviews.

Environmental Laboratory
The City of Hamilton Environmental
Laboratory (CHEL) maintained
Laboratory Accreditation through the
Canadian Association for Laboratory
Accreditation (CALA) for specific water
and wastewater analysis listed in their
scope of accreditation. CHEL also
maintained MOE Laboratory Licensing
for Drinking Water Analysis.
Over 200,000 analytical tests of
drinking water, wastewater, industrial
waste and landfill site samples were
completed. An increase in testing from
2011 was due to special projects such
as the corrosion control program.
Seven days a week, CHEL staff are
in the Hamilton Distribution System
collecting drinking water samples.
1,939 water samples were collected
for field and laboratory analysis. These
numbers include the distribution
samples the lab collects monthly, the
Quarterly Drinking Water samples
and MOE split sampling. The number
of distribution samples required
to be collected is mandated by the
Safe Drinking Water Act (SDWA)
O.Reg.170/03 and is based on the
population served.
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The Water, Wastewater and Storm Program
is a distinctly separate budgeting process.
Its revenues come from billed charges
which are based on water consumed1.
Water consumption is based on metered
consumption; meters are read with ratepayers
billed by the City’s billing agent, Horizon
Utilities Corporation. Both Operating and
Capital costs for the water, wastewater
and storm programs are fully funded from
rates and therefore, do not affect municipal
property taxes.

significantly, in combination may place
significant financial pressures on ratepayers.
These risk factors are detailed further in later
sections of this report.

The 2013 Rate Budget is submitted for
Council’s consideration. The 2013 Rate Budget
balances the need to invest in environmental
infrastructure upgrades and changing trends
in demand for water and growth in users
relative to “Places to Grow.” The 2013 Rate
Budget also reflects conservative assumptions
with respect to funding for environmental
upgrades from the Federal government.
Any future commitments will improve the
financing strategies reflected in the 2012 Rate
Budget. Over the period 2013 to 2022, water,
wastewater and stormwater capital investment
is forecasted at nearly $1.4 billion which
represents a decrease of $0.2 billion from last
year’s 10-year forecast.

Staff pursued a variety of measures in an effort
to control the impact of the above risks in
order to maintain a safe and reliable service at
a reasonable cost.

This report identifies the steps staff have
incorporated in the current 10-year forecast
related to significant risks that have been
identified related to a variety of conditions
which may impact ratepayers, and more

• Federal funding for upgrades to the
Wastewater Treatment Plant

• Declining consumption
• Sustainability of grant/subsidy programs
•

funded by water/wastewater rates
Sustainability of stormwater management
program

The 2013 requested operating budget for
water, wastewater and storm is approximately
$172 million, which represents an increase
over the 2012 Budget of approximately $7.3
million, or 4.4%. The 2013 recommended
water and wastewater rate increase is 4.25%,
or approximately $24 per household. Other
water and wastewater user fees have generally
been increased by an inflationary factor.
The ten-year Rate Supported Capital Budget
(excluding growth which is funded from
Development Charges) amounts to nearly $1.4
billion, of which $212 million or 15.3% is being
financed through rate supported debt. This
capital program supports the rehabilitation
of aging infrastructure and supports the

The City of Hamilton is almost entirely metered. The remaining unmetered accounts are charged based
on a flat annual charge.

1
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wastewater and storm water environmental
improvements to meet the Hamilton Harbour
Remedial Action sewage effluent targets. As a
result, the 3-year gross capital program, 2013
to 2015, incorporates over $629 million in rate
supported funding and development charges.
The following steps have been taken to try to
lower the debt requirements in the initial years:
a) utilizing in excess of $20 million of
funding from previously approved
projects (WIPs) to support capital;
b) $100 million in Provincial subsidy;

with rate structure alternatives for Council’s
consideration.
Finally, as stated above, the assumptions
surrounding subsidies and revenues translates
into some degree of risk particularly if Federal
funding for environmental related wastewater
treatment plant upgrades is not confirmed.
The 2013 rate supported budget highlights the
need for incremental infrastructure funding
from higher levels of government, which if
not realized, will translate into rates which will
negatively impact ratepayers.

c) funding growth-related costs from
development charge recoveries;
d) the revision of major capital project
costs and timing.
In addition to subsidies, the ten-year Rate
Supported Capital Budget incorporates
approximately $268 million in development
charge recoveries. Additionally, there is $84
million in Development Charge exemptions
which the city is legislatively required to fund
from rate revenues. In the 2012 financing
strategy, development charge supported
debt was forecast to peak at $525 million
in 2019; in contrast, the 2013 forecast
assumes development charge debt will
peak at $325 million in 2017. Although the
DC funded debt forecast has dramatically
improved from the 2012 forecast, the levels
of debt supported by development charges
represent a significant risk if future growth
does not materialize as planned, and will be
required to be monitored closely over the
next few years.
In regards to the overall rate structure, as
directed by Council, staff are reviewing the
City’s approach to charging for the provision
of water, wastewater and storm services and
will provide a final report back by June 2013

Rate Budget & Services Overview
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In 2001, staff recommended an amended Strategy based on achieving a target funding level of
$140 million (2000$) by 2006 (TOE01017/FCS01017). The amended Strategy called for a 15% rate
increase in each year up to and including 2006.
Since 2001, staff have recommended further amendments for reasons including changing
economic conditions, which in effect resulted in lower rate increases in the short-term and
extending the period for rate increases in excess of inflation. When comparing the 2002 strategy
versus the 2013 strategy, annual water and wastewater billings based on the 2013 strategy
continue to be lower than had staff and Council continued based on the 2002 strategy.
Sustainability Strategy Plans
Comparison of 2002 vs Approved/Recommended Strategies
Sustainability Strategy Plans
(assuming
220m3 annually)
Comparison of 2002 vs Approved/Recommended Strategies
(assuming 220m3 annually)

Sustainable Rate Strategy

The current financing strategy includes
$100 million in Provincial subsidy to support
the wastewater treatment plant rehab and
upgrades. As reported earlier, staff have
attempted to identify mitigating measures
including the deferral of capital investments
in an effort to alleviate the reliance on both debt and reserves. It should be noted that the
above subsidy assumption is aligned to the 2011 City of Hamilton Water, Wastewater and
Stormwater Development Charge by-laws. The revised Development Charge By-law does not
reflect an assumed corresponding Federal subsidy to support the wastewater treatment plant
rehabilitation and upgrades. If such a commitment is finalized, as stated in report FCS11053(a)
2011 Development Charge By-law, then the City would amend the new Wastewater, Water and
Stormwater Development Charges By-law, subject to the conditions of an agreement.
While it is true that the Rate Supported Strategy has changed from time to time, the overall goal
of achieving a sustainable level of funding to support the necessary infrastructure investments
has not. The Strategy has been in place since 1997, which at that time, called for water rates to
increase by three to seven percent after adjusting for inflation over a 15-year period. The 2013
– 2022 strategy is a continuation of the previous year’s strategy which assumes rate increases of
4.25% annually over the 10-year period.
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In general, the goal of the Strategy has been to support the water, wastewater
and storm programs through a sustainable level of funding. While revenue
forecasts have been adjusted from time to time, for a variety of reasons, so too
have expenditure forecasts, and the need for additional financial resources. It
should be noted that the intention of the 2002 Strategy was to provide
approximately $92.5 million (2000$) in support to the capital program in the form
of capital financing (contribution and debt). The current Strategy calls for capital
funding in 2013 of approximately $97 million (2012$) and climbing to $151 million
(2012$) by 2022.
The following chart highlights the recommended rate strategy:
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In general, the goal of the Strategy has been to support the water, wastewater and storm
programs through a sustainable level of funding. While revenue forecasts have been adjusted
from time to time, for a variety of reasons, so too have expenditure forecasts, and the need for
additional financial resources. It should be noted that the intention of the 2002 Strategy was
to provide approximately $92.5 million (2000$) in support to the capital program in the form of
capital financing (contribution and debt). The current Strategy calls for capital funding in 2013 of
approximately $97 million (2012$) and climbing to $151 million (2012$) by 2022.
The following chart highlights the recommended rate strategy:

2013 Financing Strategy

2013 Financing Strategy
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PROPOSED 2013 WATER AND WASTEWATER RATES
Municipal financial management is fundamentally different from the financial
management of either the federal or provincial government. Revenue sources
for the municipal order of government are limited to: (1) taxation on property
assessment, (2) development charges, (3) user fees, (4) license fees, (5) fines
and (6) transfers from the Provincial and Federal governments.
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Unlike the tax (levy) budget which is funded through taxation on property
assessment, the water, wastewater and storm budget is principally funded
through user fees. Water/Wastewater rates are a form of user fee charged by
the City to its residential, commercial, institutional and industrial water
consumers, as well as, water sales to Haldimand County and Halton Region. In
the City of Hamilton, its metered consumers are charged based on volume of
water consumed (i.e. the more you consume the greater the cost).
Since 1999,
Council has been committed to making progress in an effort of
Rate Budget & Services Overview
achieving a sustainable water and wastewater system by adopting the principle
of sustainable pricing. While the financing strategy has deviated in previous

P

roposed 2013
Water and
Wastewater Rates

Municipal financial management is
fundamentally different from the financial
management of either the federal or
provincial government. Revenue sources for
the municipal order of government are limited
to: (1) taxation on property assessment,
(2) development charges, (3) user fees, (4)
licence fees, (5) fines and (6) transfers from the
Provincial and Federal governments.
Unlike the tax (levy) budget which is funded
through taxation on property assessment,
the water, wastewater and storm budget
is principally funded through user fees.
Water/Wastewater rates are a form of user
fee charged by the City to its residential,
commercial, institutional and industrial water
consumers as well as water sales to Haldimand
County and Halton Region. In the City of
Hamilton, its metered consumers are charged
based on volume of water consumed (i.e. the
more you consume the greater the cost).

than anticipated rate increases. For instance,
the funding partnership of over $110 million
announced in 2009 by all three levels of
government allowed for an increase in capital
spending within the previously forecast rate
strategy.
The 2013 Water, Wastewater and Storm
Budget continues to support the objective
of sustainable water and wastewater
systems. The recommended 10-year pricing
accommodates an increase in the level of
capital investment, principally associated
with enhanced effluent treatment at the
wastewater treatment plant to meet Hamilton
Harbour Remedial Action Plan effluent targets.

Since 1999, Council has been committed to
making progress in an effort of achieving a
sustainable water and wastewater system
by adopting the principle of sustainable
pricing. While the financing strategy has
deviated in previous years from an accelerated
sustainable pricing strategy (previously
required a 15% rate increase), opportunities
and initiatives have been taken to achieve the
requested level of investment through lower
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year pricing accommodates an increase in the level of capital investment,
principally associated with enhanced effluent treatment at the wastewater
treatment plant to meet Hamilton Harbour Remedial Action Plan effluent targets.
Financial Review

The 2013 Rate Budget with total operating and capital financing expenditures of
$172 million will require a 4.25% increase in water and wastewater rates, as well
as, an inflationary increase for most other water and wastewater user fees. As
illustrated below, of the $172 million requested budget, approximately $97.1
The 2013
Rate
with total
operatingand
and approximately
capital financing expenditures
of $172
million
million
pays
forBudget
the capital
program
$74.9 million
is for
operating
expenditures.
ratio
capital to
operating
improved
as over
will require
a 4.25% increaseThis
in water
andof
wastewater
rates
as well as has
an inflationary
increase
for
themost
years
thewater
focus
rate increases
been
towards
capital.
For
other
andof
wastewater
user fees.inAsgeneral
illustratedhas
below,
of the
$172 million
requested
instance,
in 2002, the$97.1
ratiomillion
of capital
tothe
operating
was 54%
to 46% relative
budget, approximately
pays for
capital program
and approximately
$74.9 to the
ratio
identified
below expenditures.
of 56% to 44%,
respectively.
While the
focus of asrate
million
is for operating
This ratio
of capital to operating
has improved
over the
increases
2002
strategy
tocapital.
support
years the since
focus ofthe
rateinitial
increases
in general
havehas
beenbeen
towards
Forcapital
instance,investments,
in 2002, the
from
time
to time
increases
required
toratio
mitigate
changes
ratio
of capital
to operating
washave
54% tobeen
46% relative
to the
identified
below of in
56% to 44%,
consumption,
in part
changes
economic
and
thetolocal
respectively. While
thethe
focusresult
of rateof
increases
sinceinthe
initial 2002 activity
strategy has
been
support
demand
for water. from time to time increases have been required to mitigate changes in
capital investments,
consumption, in part the result of changes in economic activity and the local demand for water.

2013
Rate
2013
RateBudget
BudgetBreakdown
Breakdown
Program
Expenditures,
$74.9M , 44%
Capital
Financing,
$97.1M , 56%

( per cubic metre)

charge and the consumption rate are identified in the table below.

Impact of Recommended 4.25% Rate Increase on Water and
Impact of Recommended 4.25% Rate Increase on Water and
Wastewater Rates
Wastewater Rates
Basic Monthly Charge
Basic Monthly Charge
Consumption Rate*
Consumption Rate* (per
m3)

2012
2012Rates
Rates

$8.42
$1.174

$8.42

2013Requested
Requested
Rates
2013
Rates
$8.78
$8.78
$1.223

*Note: the consumption rate applies to water consumed beyond the first
5m3 per month, as the first 5m3 of consumption per month is included in the
monthly basic charge at no additional charge.
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*Note: the consumption rate applies to water consumed beyond the first 5m3 per
month, as the first 5m3 of consumption per month is included in the monthly basic
charge at no additional charge.

The following table identifies the impact of the proposed rate increase on a
The following table identifies the impact of the proposed rate increase on a residential customer:
residential customer:
ImpactOF
Of RECOMMENDED
Recommended
IMPACT
2013 Water And Wastewater Rate Increase
2013 WATER AND WASTEWATER RATE INCREASE
On A Typical Residential Bill
ON A TYPICAL RESIDENTIAL BILL

3
(based
on on
annual
water
consumption
(based
annual
water
consumptionofof220m
220m3))
2012 Residential Bill
2012 Residential Bill
2013 Residential Bill
2013 Residential Bill
$1.174
Recommended Change ($)
RecommendedChange
Change (%)
($)
Recommended
Recommended Change (%)

$578

$578

$602

$602
$24
4.25%

$24
4.25%

In recent years, there has been a decline in water consumption on a per
household basis. Annual water consumption per household, over the period
In recent
years, has
thereaveraged
has been a decline
in water consumption
per household
basis. Annual
Inageneral,
residential
2008
to 2012,
approximately
217 m3. on
water consumption
per household,
over the period
2008principally
to 2012, has due
averaged
approximately
consumption
has exhibited
a downward
trend
to changes
in
217 m3. In general,
residential
consumption
has exhibited
a downward trend
principally
due
regulations
(ie. local
building
codes) and
the availability/use
of water
efficient
appliances/fixtures.
Prior
to 2007,
forecasted
average
water of
consumption
to changes in regulations
(ie. local
building
codes) and the
availability/use
water efficient per
3
household
was assumed
at 291m
. Inaverage
2007,water
this assumption
was
revised
to
appliances/fixtures.
Prior to 2007,
forecasted
consumption per
household
was
3
3
, and
reduced
further
260m in
2013,and
the
forecasted
average
275m
assumed
at 291m3.
In 2007,
this to
assumption
was2008.
revised For
to 275m3,
reduced
further to
3
water
consumption
is assumed
to be
at 220m
. It shouldisbe
notedtothat
the
260m3
in 2008. For 2013,
the forecasted
average
water consumption
assumed
be atwhile
220m3.
volumetric
has
by 29%rate
from
to 2012,
household
It should berate
noted
thatincreased
while the volumetric
has2007
increased
by 29% the
fromtypical
2007 to 2012,
the
actual
annual
billings
aboutby
12%.
over
typical
household
actualhave
annualincreased
billings haveby
increased
about Therefore,
12%. Therefore,
overthis
this period
residential
property
owners
have
mitigate
the
rate increases
period, residential
property
owners
havebeen
been able
able totomitigate
17%17%
of theof
rate
increases
through
through
conservation
and
demand management.
conservation
and demand
management.

Proposed
Rate
Structure
Proposed
Rate
Structure

The impact of the recommended 4.25% rate increase on the fixed basic monthly charge and the
identified in the table
below.
Theconsumption
impact of rate
theare
recommended
4.25%
rate increase on the fixed basic monthly

$1.174

Typical Household Annual Billing (220 3m3)
Typical Household Annual Billing (220 m )

$700
$600
$500
$400
$300

329

361

390

2004

2005

419

449

489

511

532

2008

2009

2010

554

2011

578

602

2012

2013

$200
$100
$0
2003

2006

2007
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Affordability
In 2002, Council made a commitment to address potential hardship issues as a result of the need
to increase water and wastewater rates to achieve a sustainable system, and the impact of these
increases to the more vulnerable water users in the City of Hamilton. For the purpose of the
development of the 2013 Rate Supported Budget, the budget incorporates funding of $350,000
towards the City’s Utility Arrears Program (UAP). This program targets three main groups, Ontario
Works (OW) participants, Ontario Disability Support Program (ODSP) participants and ‘lowincome’ residents that are not on social assistance (i.e. seniors on fixed incomes or low-income
single individuals and families).
In 2012, under the City’s UAP, $350,000 was deemed eligible under the Community Services
Program to obtain a cost sharing ratio of 82.8%:17.2% with the Ministry of Community and
Social Services; consequently $350,000 can leverage up to $1,252,520,000 in funding through
the Ministry of Community and Social Services. The UAP is administered through the City’s
Community Services Department, Benefit Eligibility Division.

Financial Review

The following table summarizes the sources of funding and the target groups the assistance is
meant to aid for 2012.

Target Group

Ontario Works
Ontario Disability
Support Program
Low Income

Rate Budget
(Cost Share 17.2%)

Ministry of
Community &
Social Services
(Cost Share 82.8%)

$172,000

$828,000

$1,000,000

$15,480

$74,520

$90,000

Total Available
in 2012

$1.174

$1.223

(working poor and
seniors)

$162,520

$0

$162,520

Totals

$350,000

$902,520

$1,252,520

HYDRO
(includes
Water)*

HEAT

TOTAL
$

Recipients

Internal Program
(OW/ODSP)

$364,281

$137,069

$501,350

1,331

External Program
(Special Supports)

$27,089

$10,193

$ 37,282

77

$391,370

$147,262

$538,632

1,408

2011 YTD SEPT TOTAL

$525,014

$202,291

$727,305

1,617

2012/11
Increase/(Decrease)

($133,644)

($55,029)

($188,673)

(209)

2012 YTD SEPT TOTAL

Source: City of Hamilton, Community Services Department quarterly reporting.
* Unable to track water arrears since included in hydro arrears. Historically, water represents
3% of the hydro arrears expenditures.
The Province announced effective July 1, 2012, there will be a change to the funding formula
to cap all discretionary benefits (including utility arrears assistance) for health and non-health
related benefits to $10 per OW/ODSP case. This has a significant impact to the Utility Arrears
Program due to the loss of the provincial cost-sharing to the program.
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Staff have presented options to the General Issues Committee (GIC) regarding the program’s
future (refer to Report CS12020(b) 2013 Proposed Discretionary Benefits Budget Option). At its
meeting of November 7, 2012, the GIC approved maintaining the UAP for the first six months of
2013 funded through a variety of municipal sources with a decision on the continued operation
of the UAP for the balance of 2013 referred to the 2013 Tax Levy Budget deliberations.
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The Province announced effective July 1, 2012, there will be a change to the
funding formula to cap all discretionary benefits (including utility arrears
assistance) for health and non-health related benefits to $10 per OW/ODSP
case. This has a significant impact to the Utility Arrears Program due to the loss
Review to the program.
of the provincial Financial
cost-sharing
Staff have presented options to the General Issues Committee (GIC) regarding
the program’s future (refer to Report CS12020(b) 2013 Proposed Discretionary
Benefits Budget Option). At its meeting of November 7, 2012, the GIC approved
maintaining the UAP for the first six months of 2013 funded through a variety of
municipal sources with a decision on the continued operation of the UAP for the
balance of 2013 referred to the 2013 Tax Levy Budget deliberations.

O

perating Budget
Highlights

treatment of the wastewater treatment plant, are forecast to increase on average
by approximately 3% annually, reflecting a continued commitment to try to
identify additional savings and efficiencies. Also, over the next 10-years, the
financing for the capital program will increase on average
by approximately 5%
Financial Review
per annum.
Over the period 2013 to 2022, total expenditures is forecast to increase from
$172 million to $256 million, an increase of nearly 50%, or 5% annually.

Breakdown of Rate Supported Expenditures

Breakdown of Rate Supported Expenditures
300

Exclusive of the 2013 recommended 4.25% rate increase, support for total
operatingofexpenditures
are forecast
increase
bysupport
approximately
$7.3 million,
Exclusive
the 2013 recommended
4.25%torate
increase,
for total operating
expenditures
bringing
the
operating
budget request
to approximately
$172
million,
are
forecast
to total
increase
by approximately
$7.3 million,
bringing the total
operating
budget
compared
with $164.7 $172
million
for 2012.
request
to approximately
million,
compared with $164.7 million for 2012.
It should be noted, while the recommended rate increase is 4.25%, metered
It should be noted, while the recommended rate increase is 4.25%, metered revenues are forecast
revenues are forecast to increase by 4.4%, in part due to forecast growth in
to
increase byconsumption.
4.4%, in part dueThe
to forecast
growth
in summarizes
residential consumption.
following
Residential
following
table
the budgetThe
changes
table
summarizes
the budget
changes for the 2013 requested budget:
for the
2013 Requested
budget:
Summary of the 2013 Operating Budget
($ millions)

Expenditures
Program
Expenditures
Capital/Debt
Financing
Total
Expenditures
Revenues
Rate Revenue
Non-Rate
Revenue
Total Revenue

2012
Restated
Budget

2013 Requested
Budget

2013 Requested /2012 Restated
Change

$72.20

$74.90

$2.70

3.7%

$92.50

$97.10

$4.60

5.0%

$164.70

$172.00

$7.30

4.4%

$162.20

$169.30

$7.10

4.4%

$2.50

$2.70

$0.20

8.0%

$164.70

$172.00

$7.30

4.4%

$

%

$ (MILLIONS)

OPERATING BUDGET HIGHLIGHTS

250
200
150
100
50

128

135

143

151

121

97

103

108

115

118

75

77

79

82

87

93

96

99

102

105

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

2022

-

Operating

Capital

Theneed
need
sustainable
pricing
as a method
of providing
The
forfor
sustainable
pricing
as a method
of providing
sustainablesustainable
infrastructure means
infrastructure
means
that,
over
the
period
2013
to
2022,
the
typical
that over the period 2013 to 2022, the typical residential annual metered
bill willresidential
increase by an
annual
metered
bill
will
increase
by
an
average
$27
per
year.
average $27 per year.

10-Year Operating Budget
The 10-year operating budget highlights the commitment of a rate strategy as a means of
achieving sustainable water and wastewater systems. Beyond 2013, program expenditures,
exclusive of costs associated with addition of tertiary treatment of the wastewater treatment
plant, are forecast to increase on average by approximately 3% annually, reflecting a continued
commitment to try to identify additional savings and efficiencies. Also, over the next 10 years, the
financing for the capital program will increase on average by approximately 5% per annum.
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Over the period 2013 to 2022, total expenditures are forecast to increase from $172 million to
$256 million, an increase of nearly 50%, or 5% annually.
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Provincial/Federal Subsidy Programs
Provincial/Federal Subsidy Programs
It should
be noted
that
the
includes
of received
alreadyProvincial
received
It should
be noted
that
theforecast
forecast includes
$100$100
millionmillion
of already
Provincial
infrastructure
The City
received
million
the a
infrastructure
funding. funding.
The City received
$100 million
from$100
the Province
in from
2010, with
Province
in
2010,
with
a
commitment
of
$100
million
of
Federal
funding
from
commitment of $100 million of Federal funding from the Green Infrastructure Fund on
a the
Greenclaim
Infrastructure
Fund
claim reimbursement
basis.strategy,
As identified
reimbursement
basis.onAsaidentified
previously, the financing
like the 2011
previously,
the
financing
strategy,
like
the
2011
Wastewater,
Water
and
Wastewater, Water and Stormwater DC By-law, does not reflect the Federal commitment.
When a
Stormwater
DC By-law,
not reflect
the Federal
commitment.
When
a
commitment
is finalizeddoes
in regards
to the Federal
funding, the
Wastewater, Water
and Stormwater
commitment
isand
finalized
in regards
to the
Federal
Wastewater,
Water
DC By-law
Rate Supported
financing
strategy
will befunding
amendedthe
to reflect
the terms and
and Stormwater
By-law and Rate Supported financing strategy will be
conditions of DC
the commitment.
amended to reflect the terms and conditions of the commitment.

2013-2022
Capital
Budget
2013-2022
RateRate
Capital
Budget

The chart below illustrates the capital investments to be undertaken in 2013 in water, wastewater
and storm
infrastructure.
chart
below
illustrates the capital investments to be undertaken in 2013 in

The
water, wastewater and storm infrastructure.

2013
Program
2013- -2022
2022Capital
Capital Program
$1.384
$1.384Billion
Billion
Wastewater,
$858.2 M , 62%

Water,
$376.3 M , 27%

Storm,
$149.1 M ,
11%

2013 Capital Program

2013 Capital
$182.4Program
Million
$182.4 Million
Wastewater,
$62.8 M , 34%

Water,
$82.0 M , 45%
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Storm,
$37.6 M , 21%

The following charts and table summarize the $1.384 billion capital program and the financing
requirement for the 2013 – 2022 water, wastewater and storm capital budget. Of this amount,
The following
charts and table summarizes the $1.384 billion capital program and
$858.2 million or 62% is for wastewater, $376.3 million or 27% is for water and $149.1 million or
the financing requirement for the 2013 – 2022 water, wastewater and storm
for the storm program. A total of $629.5 million or 45% of the 10 year capital program is
capital11%
budget.
Of this amount, $858.2 million or 62% is for wastewater, $376.3
required in the first three years (2013 – 2015). The capital program also includes $269 million for
million or 27% is for water and $149.1 million or 11% for the storm program. A
infrastructure
which
willcapital
be funded
from Development
Charges,
except
total ofgrowth
$629.5
million orrelated
45%toofGRIDS
the 10
year
program
is required
in the
for $84
million
in Development
which thealso
city isincludes
legislatively
required
to fund
first three
years
(2013
– 2015).Charge
Theexemptions
capital program
$269
million
from
rates
revenues
if
Council
chooses
to
discount
its
DC’s
or
recover
less
than
100%
of
growthfor growth infrastructure related to GRIDS which will be funded from
related capital
costs. except for $84 million in Development Charge
Development
Charges,

exemptions which the city is legislatively required to fund from rates revenues if
Council chooses to discount its DC’s or recover less than 100% of growth-related
Rate Budget & Services Overview
capital costs.
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SOURCE OF CAPITAL FINANCING
2013 to 2022 RATE PROGRAM CAPITAL BUDGET
(000's)
2013

2014

2015

2016 to
2022

The charts below provide a comparison of the sources of capital financing
below
the sources2013
of capital
financing
for the proposed
2013-2022
Capital
betweenThe
thechart
2012
andprovides
the proposed
Capital
Budget.
The growth
related
Forecast.
The growth included
related infrastructure
investment
included
in the
– 2022 forecast to
infrastructure
investment
in the 2013
– 2022
forecast
to2013
accommodate
accommodate
for
growth
is
$269
million,
which
will
be
funded
from
debt
with
the associated
for growth is $269 million, which will be funded from debt with the associated
debt charges
recovered
from
development charges
overover
the next
years.
debt charges
recovered
from
development
charges
the20next
20 years.
Total
2013 to
2022

WATERWORKS
Capital Program

82,000

47,330

34,910

212,040

376,280

100
26,520
6,520
36,930
11,930
82,000

10,570
31,210
5,550
47,330

12,040
5,000
17,870
34,910

4,614
67,986
122,800
16,640
212,040

4,714
117,116
11,520
208,810
34,120
376,280

62,813

114,310

214,130

466,930

858,183

4,158
15,781
6,454
30,110
6,310
62,813

23,432
17,181
1,580
31,280
40,837
114,310

57,400
32,905
3,420
40,910
79,495
214,130

15,335
33,214
385,480
32,901
466,930

100,325
99,081
11,454
487,780
159,543
858,183

37,630

22,700

13,690

75,070

149,090

5,750
8,750
10,460
12,670
37,630

75
5,810
10,965
5,850
22,700

75
4,950
8,665
13,690

525
35,850
38,695
75,070

675
52,360
8,750
68,785
18,520
149,090

182,443

184,340

262,730

754,040

1,383,553

4,258
48,051
21,724
77,500
30,910
182,443

23,507
33,561
1,580
73,455
52,237
184,340

57,475
49,895
8,420
67,445
79,495
262,730

20,474
137,050
546,975
49,541
754,040

105,714
268,557
31,724
765,375
212,183
1,383,553

Source of Funding
Subsidy/Other Revenue
Development Charges
Reserves & Other Internal Sources
Contribution from Operating
External Debt
Total

The
– 2022
Capital
Forecast includes
$20.7
million
in funding
from WIP’s
in 2013.
The 2013
– 2013
2022
Capital
Forecast
includes
$20.7
million
in funding
from
WIP’s in
2013.

2013 - 2022 Capital Forecast
$1.384 Billion

2013 - 2022 CAPITAL FORECAST
Rate
Contribution,
$765.4 M, 55%

$1.384 Billion

Reserves & Other
Internal Revenues
(WIP's),
$31.7 M, 2%

WASTEWATER
Capital Program
Source of Funding
Subsidy/Other Revenue
Development Charges
Reserves & Other Internal Sources
Contribution from Operating
External Debt
Total
STORM SEWERS
Capital Program

External Debt Rate Funded,
$212.2 M, 15%

External Debt DC Funded,
$268.6 M, 20%

Subsidy/Other
Revenue,
$105.7 M, 8%

Source of Funding
Subsidy/Other Revenue
Development Charges
Reserves & Other Internal Sources
Contribution from Operating
External Debt
Total
TOTAL RATE PROGRAM
Capital Program
Source of Funding
Subsidy/Other Revenue
Development Charges
Reserves & Other Internal Sources
Contribution from Operating
External Debt
Total
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Wastewater Treatment Upgrade & Expansion Project

Wastewater Treatment Upgrade & Expansion Project

The implementation plan for the Upgrade and Expansion of the Woodward
The implementation
plan for the
Upgrade
Expansion
of the
Woodward
Avenue
Wastewater
Avenue Wastewater
Treatment
Plant
has and
been
revised
from
what was
forecast
in
Treatment
Plant
has
been
revised
from
what
was
forecast
in
the
2012
Rate
Budget.
The
plant
the 2012 Rate Budget. The plant improvements are forecast using a phased
forecast using
a phased
in thetreatment
2013 Budget.
Phase 1 is for effluent
approachimprovements
in the 2013areBudget.
Phase
1 is approach
for effluent
improvements
treatment
improvements
and
Phase
2
is
for
expansion
of
the
treatment
plant
accommodate
and Phase 2 is for expansion of the treatment plant to accommodate to
growth.
growth.
the growth component
costs ($248.5
million)
nowforecast
forecast
The majority
of The
themajority
growthofcomponent
costs ($248.5
million)
arearenow
beyond
10 period
year period
(2013––2022)
2022) inin
thethe
2013
Budget.
Therefore,
the projected
beyond the
10 the
year
(2013
2013
Budget.
Therefore
thecapital
for the wastewater
plantwastewater
are $216 million
less in
the$216
years 2013
– 2022
from
projectedexpenditures
capital expenditures
for the
plant
are
million
less
inwhat
forecast
in the from
2012 Rate
Budget.
the yearswas
2013
– 2022
what
was forecast in the 2012 Rate Budget.
table below
provides
a comparison of
costscosts
in the 2012
and2012
2013 Rate
The tableThe
below
provides
a comparison
ofthe
thebudgeted
budgeted
in the
andBudgets
2013 Rate
Budgets
for the
Wastewater
Treatment
plant upgrade and expansion.
for the
Wastewater
Treatment
plant upgrade
and expansion.
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pre
2013

2013 2014

2015

2016

149.2

14.9

82.8

180.0

52.8

149.2

14.9

82.8

180.0

52.8

2012 Budget
WWTP Upgrade & Exp'n 770.3

160.8

20.4

23.5

13.7

9.0

Increase (Decrease)

(11.6)

(5.5) 59.3

166.3

43.8

Total
2013 Budget
Phase 1 - Clean Water
Phase 2 - Expansion
Total WWTP

479.7
262.1
741.8

(28.5)

2017

2018

2019

-

-

-

169.5

184.4

107.5

2020 2021 2022

post
2022

-

6.8
6.8

6.8
6.8

248.5
248.5

20.5

-

-

61.0

6.8

6.8

187.5

(169.5) (184.4) (107.5) (20.5)

Projected
Water
/ Wastewater
Storm Debt
Projected Water
/ Wastewater
/ Storm/Debt
The 2013 Water, Wastewater and Storm Budget incorporates a significant reliance on both
The 2013 Water, Wastewater and Storm Budget incorporates a significant
rate supported debt and growth related debt supported from development charges over the
reliance on both rate supported debt and growth related debt supported from
10-year
period.charges
The rate over
supported
debt financing
therate
10 year
period 2013
2022 has
development
the 10-year
period. for
The
supported
debt–financing
increased
$91 million,
the DC supported
debt financing
has decreased
for the 10approximately
year period 2013
– 2022whereas
has increased
approximately
$91 million,
whereas the DC
supported
debt
hasresulting
decreased
$160 in debt
approximately
$160
million over
thefinancing
same period
in anapproximately
overall net decrease
million over
the
same
in an
overall
netThe
decrease
in debt
financing
from
what
wasperiod,
forecastresulting
in the 2012
Rate
Budget.
decreased
reliance on debt is
financing
from
what
was
forecast
in
the
2012
Rate
Budget.
The
decreased
attributable to the phasing of the Wastewater Plant improvements into Phase 1 - Clean Water and
reliance on debt is attributable to the phasing of the Wastewater Plant
Phase 2 – Expansion. Phase 1 is forecast in the years 2013 – 2016 ($330.5 million) and Phase 2 is
improvements into Phase 1 - Clean Water and Phase 2 – Expansion. Phase 1 is
forecast
($6.8 million)
2022
($6.8 million)
majority
expenditures
forecastinin2021
the years
2013 –and
2016
($330.5
million)with
andthe
Phase
2 isofforecast
in forecast
beyond
2022million)
($248.5and
million).
2012
Budgetwith
forecast
had the majority
of plant improvement
2021 ($6.8
2022The
($6.8
million)
the majority
of expenditures
forecast beyond
2022
($248.5
2012 aBudget
had
thefinancing.
expenditures
in years
2012
– 2021,million).
thereforeThe
requiring
higher forecast
reliance on
debt
majority of plant improvement expenditures in years 2012 – 2021, therefore
requiring
a higher debt
reliance
on debttofinancing.
The
rate supported
is projected
peak at $394 million in 2016 compared with the 2012
budget forecasted debt peak at $280 million in 2018. It should be noted that if the Federal
The rate supported debt is projected to peak at $394 million in 2016, compared
government
commits
million toward
the WTP
environmental
upgrades,
forecastbe
rate
with the 2012
budget$100
forecasted
debt peak
at $280
million in 2018.
It should
supported
be reduced
significantly.
noted thatdebt
if thewill
Federal
government
commits $100 million toward the WTP
environmental
rate
The
debt fundedupgrades,
from DC’s isforecast
projected
to supported debt will be reduced
significantly.
The debt
funded
fromthe
DC’s
is projected to peak at $325 million in
peak
at $325 million
in 2017,
whereas
2012
2017,
whereas
the
2012
forecast
was
$525
forecast was $525 million in 2019. These levels million in 2019. These levels of debt
supported by development charges represent a significant risk if future growth
of debt supported by development charges
does not materialize as planned; however, relative to forecasts in previous years,
represent
a significant
risk if future
growth doesportion of the growth component of the
the risk has
been deferred
as a significant
not
materialize
as
planned;
however,
relative
Wastewater Plant Expansion is now
planned in the years beyond the next 10
years
until after
2022.years,
Thisthe
willrisk
allow
opportunity to monitor growth and DC
to
forecasts
in previous
hasan
been
Revenues
the next
10 years
– 2022) and make adjustments to the
deferred
as aover
significant
portion
of the(2012
growth
plant expansion
and Plant
associated
financing plan to align with growth
component
of theproject
Wastewater
Expansion
requirements.
which is now planned in the years beyond the next
10
years
after
2022.provides
This willthe
allow
opportunity
The
table
below
tenanyear
debt forecast compared to the 2012
to
monitor
growth
and
DC
Revenues
over
the next
Budget forecast.
10 years, (2012 – 2022) and make adjustments
to the plant expansion project and associated
financing plan to align with growth requirements.
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Projected Rate & DC Supported Outstanding Debt

($ Millions)

2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022
2012
Rate Budget
Projected
Rate & DC Supported Outstanding Debt
Funded from Rates (15 Yr) 215 278 262 244 279 280 259 234 209 183
($ Millions)
Funded from DC's (20 Yr) 2013
240 2014
319 2015
358 2016
369 2017
4352018
4912019
5252020
5152021
5002022
472
455 597 620 613 714 771 784 749 709 655
2012Total
Rate Budget
Funded from Rates (15 Yr) 215 278 262 244 279 280 259 234 209 183
from DC's (20 Yr)
240 319 358 369 435 491 525 515 500 472
2013Funded
Rate Budget
Total
Funded from Rates (15 Yr) 455
144 597
251 620
378 613
394 714
379 771
353 784
326 749
297709267655236
Funded from DC's (20 Yr)
102 186 283 320 325 320 325 320 320 319
2013Total
Rate Budget
246 437 661 714 704 673 651 617 587 555
Funded from Rates (15 Yr) 144 251 378 394 379 353 326 297 267 236
Funded
from DC's (20 Yr)
102
Increase
(Decrease)
(209) 186
(160) 28341 320
101 325
(10)320(98)325
(133)320
(132)320
(122)319
(100)
Total
246 437 661 714 704 673 651 617 587 555
Increase (Decrease)
(209)
(160) and
41 in
101
(10) (98)
(133) accurately
(132) (122) (100)
Consistent
with the 2012 Rate
Budget,
an effort
to more
forecast debt levels and the associated debt charges, the major multi-year
Wastewater
Treatment
Plant
projects
are
budgeted
on accurately
the projected cash
Consistent
with
the 2012
Rate
Budget,
and
in an more
effortbased
to more
Consistent
with the 2012 for
Ratethe
Budget,
and
in anCapital
effort toBudget,
accurately
forecast
debt levels
flow
of
expenditures
2013
Rate
versus
full commitment
forecast debt levels and the associated debt charges, the major multi-year
and
the associated
debt charges, the major multi-year Wastewater Treatment Plant projects are
based
budgeting.
Wastewater
Treatment Plant projects are budgeted based on the projected cash
budgeted
based
on
the projected
cash flow
expenditures
for the
2013 full
Ratecommitment
Capital Budget
flow of expenditures
for the 2013
RateofCapital
Budget,
versus
versus
full
commitment-based
budgeting.
The
graph
below compares
the total outstanding debt (Rate & DC Funded) from
based
budgeting.
the 2012 Budget forecast to the 2013 Budget forecast. The graph illustrates the
overall
decrease
of the the
forecasted
issuance
from
the
2012
forecast
for
the
The
below
compares
total
debt (Rate
& DC
Funded)
from
the 2012
Budget
Thegraph
graph
below
compares
the outstanding
totaldebt
outstanding
debt
(Rate
& DC
Funded)
from
10
year
period
2013
2022.
the 2012
Budget
forecast
to the The
2013
Budget
forecast.
Thedecrease
graph illustrates
the
forecast
to the
2013 Budget
forecast.
graph
illustrates
the overall
of the forecasted
overall
decrease
of
the
forecasted
debt
issuance
from
the
2012
forecast
for
the
debt issuance from the 2012 forecast for the 10-year period 2013 - 2022.
10 year period 2013 - 2022.

The table above provides the 10-year debt forecast compared to the 2012 Budget forecast.

Water / Wastewater / Storm Total Debt

$Millions
$Millions

Wastwater Treatment Plant Project - Gross Capital Forecasts

($ Millions)

900
800
900
700
800
600
700
500
600
400
500
300
400
200
300
100
2000
100
0

Water //Wastewater
Wastewater//Storm
StormTotal
TotalDebt
Debt
Water

2012 Budget
2013 Budget
2012 Budget
2013 Budget

Year
Year
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20.0
0.0
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14.4
4.3
10.1

11.9
20.3

32.8

41.6

43.7

44.1

44.0

43.8

43.7

43.6

2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019Financial
2020Review
2021 2022
Year
Funded from Rates

The following graph illustrates the projected outstanding debt for the 10 year period (2013 –

The
following
graph illustrates
the
projected
outstanding
debt for the 10 year
2022)
and the funding
source of the
associated
debt
charges.
period (2013 – 2022) and the funding source of the associated debt charges.

Water / Wastewater / Storm Outstanding Debt

Water / Wastewater / Storm Outstanding Debt
661

700

$Millions

600

437

500
400
300

246

200

102

100
0

144

283

714
320

704

673

325

320

651
325

617

587

320

320

297

267

186
378

251

394

379

353

326
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Projected Debt with $100 Million Federal Subsidy

Projected Debt with $100 Million Federal Subsidy

The following graph provides the debt forecast should the City receive the $100 million Federal
subsidy commitment for the Wastewater Treatment Plant compared to the 2013 Budget forecast
The
following graph provides the debt forecast should the City receive the $100
(excluding
the $100
M subsidy)
and the 2012
Budget
forecast which
also excluded
million
Federal
subsidy
commitment
for the
Wastewater
Treatment
Plant, the Federal
subsidy.
The
forecast
debt
peaks
at
$608
million
in
2016
including
the
subsidy,
compared to the 2013 Budget forecast (excluding the $100 M subsidy)$714
and million
the in
2012
Budgetthe
forecast
alsomillion
excluded
thefrom
Federal
subsidy.
forecast
2016 without
subsidy,which
and $784
in 2019
the 2012
BudgetThe
forecast.

debt peaks at $608 million in 2016 including the subsidy, $714 million in 2016
without the subsidy, and $784 million in 2019 from the 2012 Budget forecast.

Water / Wastewater / Storm Total Debt

319

236

2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022

$Millions

800

Year
Funded from Rates

Funded from DC's

Funded from DC's

900
800
700
600
500
400
300
200
100
0

2012 Budget

Water / Wastewater / Storm Total Debt

2013 Budget (Without Federal Subsidy)

2013 Forecast (With Federal Subsidy)

The following graph shows the forecasted debt charges funded by water / sewer rates and by
Development Charges.

The following graph shows the forecasted debt charges funded by water / sewer
rates and by Development Charges.

Projected Debt
ChargesDebt
Water
/ Wastewater / Storm
Projected
Charges
Water / Wastewater / Storm

100.0

$Millions

80.0

67.4

60.0

52.5

40.0
20.0
0.0

32.2
14.4
4.3
10.1

11.9
20.3

25.8

72.1

73.5 74.6

75.5

76.5

77.8

28.4

29.4

30.6

31.7

32.8

34.2

41.6

43.7

44.1

44.0

43.8

43.7

43.6

2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022
Year
Funded from Rates
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As summarized below, the 2013 Rate Budget incorporates $96.6 million capital financing costs

As summarized below, the 2013 Rate Budget incorporates $96.6 million capital
which is an increase of $3.6 million from the 2012 budgeted financing costs. The 2013 budgeted
financing costs which is an increase of $3.6 million from the 2012 budgeted
debt charges decrease by $0.2 million from 2012, offset by an increase in contribution to Capital
financing costs. The 2013 budgeted debt charges decrease by $0.2 million from
of $3.8 offset
million by
from
2012,
an2012.
increase in Contribution to Capital of $3.8 million from 2012.
WATER, WASTEWATER & STORM
IMPACT OF CAPITAL ON OPERATING BUDGET

(000's)

19.7
32.8

Impactof
ofCapital
Capital
Budget
on Operating
Budget
Impact
Budget
on Operating
Budget

Funded from DC's

Projected
Debt
with
$100 Million Federal Subsidy
Rate Budget
& Services
Overview
The following graph provides the debt forecast should the City receive the $100

2012
APPROVED

2013
PROPOSED

Debt to be Issued

16,779

30,910

Debt Charges (Net)

10,367

10,118

Contribution to Capital

73,646

77,500

DC Exemption Funding

9,000

9,000

93,013

96,618

Impact on Operating Budget

CHANGE
$
%
14,131

2013 - 2022
FORECAST

84.2%

212,183

-2.4%

367,670

3,854

5.2%

765,375

0

0.0%

83,578

3,605

3.9%

1,216,623

(249)

The graph below highlights the annual requirement required to pay for the Rate
Supported Capital program. Capital financing costs are
projected
to increase
Rate
Budget & Services
Overview
from $93.0 million in 2012 to $150.6 million in 2022. Rate supported debt
charges are expected to increase from 6.3% of total water/wastewater revenues
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2012
APPROVED

2013
PROPOSED

16,779

30,910

2013 - 2022
FORECAST

CHANGE
$
%
14,131
(249)

84.2%

212,183

Debt Charges (Net)

10,367

10,118

-2.4%

367,670

Contribution to Capital

73,646

77,500

3,854

5.2%

765,375

DC Exemption Funding

9,000

9,000

0

0.0%

83,578

The
graph
below highlights
requirement required
the Rate
Supported
Impact
on Operating
Budget the annual 93,013
96,618 to pay for
3,605
3.9%
1,216,623
Capital program. Capital financing costs are projected to increase from $93.0 million in 2012 to
$150.6 million in 2022. Rate supported debt charges are expected to increase from 6.3% of total
The
graph below highlights the annual requirement required to pay for the Rate
water/wastewater
revenues
in 2012
to 21.3%
in 2017, and
decline
17.0% in 2022.
Supported
Capital
program.
Capital
financing
costs
are to
projected
to increase

from $93.0 million in 2012 to $150.6 million in 2022. Rate supported debt
charges are expected to increase from 6.3% of total water/wastewater revenues
in 2012, to 21.3% in 2017, and decline to 17.0% in 2022.

Capital Financing Plan

CAPITAL FINANCING PLAN
160.0
140.0

DC EXEMPTION
FUNDING

$ MILLIONS

120.0
100.0

RATE
CONTRIBUTION

80.0
60.0
40.0

DEBT CHARGES

20.0
0.0

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

2022

YEAR

Woodward Wastewater Treatment Plant Upgrade
and Expansion
The implementation and subsequent financing plan for Hamilton’s Woodward Avenue
Wastewater Treatment Plant (WWTP) Upgrade and Expansion Program (WWTP Program) has
been revised from the 2012 Rate Budget Program presented to Council. Council has been
updated by staff through workshops and most recently by report FCS12064/PW12060 which was
approved by Council in August 2012.
The revisions were implemented in order to best align the investment need with changing
economic conditions and affordability that drive the overall water and wastewater program. This
revised approach will allow for the delivery of a water quality upgrade by 2017 and a revised
expansion for growth, by 2023, without negatively impacting the 10-year Water, Wastewater, and
Storm Rate Budget. This revised WWTP Program implementation plan is primarily in response to
discussions held with both Provincial and Federal representatives in the Fall of 2011 respecting
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the $100 Million Green Infrastructure Fund
(GIF) commitment the City received March
2010 as well as the $100 Million Provincial
grant received in 2010 for the WWTP
Program.
The original GIF funding commitment
stipulated a substantial completion
date for all constructed works of 2014.
However, a revised implementation plan
was necessitated as a result of changes in
the overall program planning conditions
including significant reduction in water
consumption and subsequent flows to the
WWTP resulting from a combination of
the effects of the past recession as well as
conservation regulations and a decline in
overall water consumption across all sectors
and a loss of Institutional, Commercial, and
Industrial (ICI) customer base. A revised
implementation plan was also pursued
due to continuing concerns for the overall
program affordability and the timing and
pace of debt financing (both rate and
development charge supported).
The basis for the revised implementation
plan is to postpone the expansion elements
of the WWTP Program to accommodate
future requirements and while in the
relative short-term, deliver a water quality
improvement project that improves effluent
quality from the WWTP to support the
City’s commitment to meeting the targets
set by the Hamilton Harbour Remedial
Action Plan (HHRAP) for the de-listing of
Hamilton Harbour as an International Joint
Commission designated Area-of-Concern.
In the fall of 2011, City staff met with both
Provincial and Federal representatives to
discuss the changing pressures in Hamilton
impacting the original implementation
plan and the City’s ability to meet the 2014
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funding deadline and to explore options that would allow the City to retain the original GIF
commitment. It was agreed by all parties at that time that the City provide the funding partners
with a revised implementation plan based on proceeding with a Water Quality Upgrade for the
WWTP having a completion date of 2017 and deferring the expansion for growth to 2023. In
order to develop the details for the Water Quality Upgrade (referred to as the ‘Clean Harbour
work
plan which validated Design Concepts, Financial Affordability, Project
Project’), staff
undertook
work plan which
validated Design
Concepts,
Financial
Delivery
Options
andaStakeholder
Consultation.
The
resulting
effortAffordability,
Project
Delivery
Options
and
Stakeholder
Consultation.
The
resulting
effort
demonstrated
demonstrated that a Clean Harbour Project can be implemented
in a financially
that
a
Clean
Harbour
Project
can
be
implemented
in
a
financially
sustainable
manner
within cost
sustainable manner within the established revised timelines. The proposed
the
established
revised
timelines.
The
proposed
cost
of
the
Clean
Harbour
Project
is
currently
of the Clean Harbour Project is currently estimated at $330 Million.
estimated at $330 Million.

The revised costs and funding of the Clean Harbour Project are summarized in
the
following
Theoftable
focuses
the are
Wastewater
rehabilitation
The revised
coststable.
and funding
the Clean
Harbouron
Project
summarized Plant
in the following
costs
of table
$330focuses
million
andWastewater
illustrates
therehabilitation
impact oncosts
theofratepayer
table. The
on the
Plant
$330 millionof
andthe $100
million
GIF
funding.
With
the
GIF
funding,
ratepayers
are
expected
to
contribute
illustrates the impact on the ratepayer of the $100 million GIF funding. With the GIF funding,
$107
million,
withoutto GIF
funding
Not
receiving
the federal
GIF
ratepayers
are expected
contribute
$107$188
million,million.
without GIF
funding
$188 million.
Not
funding
would
mean
that
other
water/wastewater
programs
would
have
to
receiving the federal GIF funding would mean that other water/wastewater programs would be
significantly
reduced in order to complete the repairs and upgrades to the
have to be significantly reduced in order to complete the repairs and upgrades to the Wastewater
Wastewater Plant.
Plant.

Wastewater Plant Repair/Upgrade 2013 - 2022
Gross Cost (note1)

Federal Subsidy
$
330,480

($000's)
Federal Subsidy = $0
$
330,480

200,000

100,000

Funding
Subsidy (note 2)
DC's res (66%) (note 3)
DC's nonres (34%)

Rate budget

Total Revenues

15,501
7,985

106,994

330,480

27,381
14,105

188,994

330,480

Notes
1. Total cost of project = $742 million. WIP's = $149m, Rehab.=$330m, Expansion = $263m
2. Provincial Subsidy = $100m. Applicability/Amount of Federal Subsidy unknown as of
November 15, 2012.
3. Growth Component of Plant rehab = 18%, Expansion = 100%
4. Phase 1 Upgrade and Repair Budget of $330,480,000 does not include pre 2013 costs
of $23.8 million.

The
following
fiscal
benefits
wouldto accrue
to the
ratepayers
of Hamilton
as a
The following
fiscal
benefits
would accrue
the ratepayers
of Hamilton
as a result
of the revised
result
of
the
revised
WWTP
Upgrade
and
Expansion
Program;
WWTP Upgrade and Expansion Program:
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• Netproject
increases to the ratepayer would remain within Council’s forecast 10-year
Net cost
project
cost increases to the ratepayer would remain within Council’s
guideline
of
4.25%.
forecast 10-year guideline of 4.25%.
• Theexpansion
of the WWTPofwould
deferredwould
to 2023.be
Thisdeferred
would allow
City toThis would
The expansion
the be
WWTP
to the
2023.
accumulate
increased
DC’s
and
smooth
out
debt
requirements
for
the
cost
of
the plantout
rehab
allow the City to accumulate increased DC’s and smooth
debt
and expansion.
requirements for the cost of the plant rehab and expansion.
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D

evelopment Charges
(DC) – Water,
Wastewater, & Storm
Development Charges (DC) – Water, Wastewater, and Storm

Risk
DC
Revenues
Meeting
Obligations
Risk Assessment
Assessment ofof
DC
Revenues
Meeting
DebtDebt
Obligations
A critical financial issue with the growth-related repair and expansion of the Wastewater Plant and
A critical financial issue with the growth-related repair and expansion of the
other growth-related rate services infrastructure is that once the capital spending occurs (most
Wastewater Plant and other growth-related rate services infrastructure is that
of
it in the
advance
of DC
collections),
the (most
DC revenue
has
to keeping
in on a consistent
basis
once
capital
spending
occurs
of it in
advance
of coming
DC collections),
the
year
after year has
in order
to pay the
debt charges
with
this work.
DC revenue
to keeping
coming
in on aassociated
consistent
basis
year The
afterCity’s
yearcredit
in rating
order to had
paybeen
the debt
charges
thisBudget
work. DC
The
City’s
credit
rating
agencies
concerned
withassociated
the amountwith
of Rate
debt
since
the wastewater
agencies
had been
concerned
with the amount
of RateinBudget
DCforecast
debt since
plant’s
expansion
had been
first introduced.
What is different
this year’s
from the
previous
wastewater
plant’s
expansion
had
been
first
introduced.
What
is
different
this
years is that the Wastewater plant project has now been split into 2 distinct phases. in
The
repair
year’s forecast from previous years is that the Wastewater plant project has now
and upgrade of the existing plant, (phase 1) and the expansion of the plant (phase 2). By splitting
been split into 2 distinct phases. The repair and upgrade of the existing plant,
the
project
phases
and deferring
second
phase
approximately
years, staff
(phase
1) into
and 2the
expansion
of thethe
plant
(phase
2).byBy
splitting the5project
intohave
2
been
ableand
to smooth
outthe
the second
funding requirements
and decrease the
forecast
DChave
supported debt
phases
deferring
phase by approximately
5 years,
staff
peak
by approximately
$200
million.
beenfrom
ablelast
to year’s
smooth
out the funding
requirements
and decrease the forecast DC

supported debt peak from last years by approximately $200 million.

Also the funding impact of DC’s on the first phase of the repair and rehabilitation of the plant
Also, the funding impact of DC’s on the first phase of the repair and rehabilitation
($330 million – 18% growth related) isn’t as significant as the plant expansion ($262 million of the plant ($330 million – 18% growth related) isn’t as significant as the plant
100% growth related). Therefore, the front-ending of the growth-related capital cost has now
expansion ($262 million - 100% growth related). Therefore the front-ending of the
been
greatly reduced
as acost
risk factor.
growth-related
capital
has now been greatly reduced as a risk factor.

TheCity’s
City’s
2013-2022
Development
Charge
Debt Principle
projections
all rate
The
2013-2022
Development
Charge
Debt Principle
projections
for all ratefor
services
growth
services growth
infrastructure
arebelow.
shown
in debt
the table
below.
debt
projections
infrastructure
are shown
in the table
The
projections
areThe
based
on new
infrastructure
are based
on newtoinfrastructure
required
according
to theand
Provinces
“Places
to
required
according
the Province’s “Places
to Grow”
population
employment
forecasts.
Grow” population and employment forecasts. One of the rate DC debt
One of the rate DC debt assumptions is that all growth infrastructure is 100% debt financed.
assumptions is that all growth infrastructure is 100% debt financed. At a 5%
At
a 5% financing
rate15-year
and 15-year
amortization,
annualdebt
debtpayments
payments (P
be
financing
rate and
amortization,
thethe
annual
(P&&I)I)would
would
approximately
10%
of
the
principle
amount.
be approximately 10% of the principle amount.
Projected DC Supported Debt

($ Millions)

2013 Rate Budget
Funded from DC's (20 Yr)

2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022
102

186

283

320

325

320

325

320

320

The following table presents a 6-year history of residential and non-residential
development starts in the City of Hamilton. The significance of this Table is that
historical development activity may be a good indicator of future development
trends and the resulting development revenue that may be projected in order to
Budget
& Services
Overview
determine the risk of meeting future DC debt obligations.Rate
The
starts
and DC
activity in 2010 represents an anomaly due to a significant development charge
(DC) rate increase phase-in and the fact that developers rushed to complete

319
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The table below examines the risk of forecast DC revenues covering forecast DC debt. The
information illustrates that forecast DC rate revenues for the 10-year period 2013 – 2022 is greater
than the budgeted DC debt requirements by $94 million. The forecast DC rate revenue is a
conservative figure which takes into account the 5-year historical development activity average.
The funding strategy was accomplished by splitting the wastewater plant development into 2
phases (rehab/upgrade – phase 1, expansion – phase 2) and deferring the 2nd phase beyond
expansion – phase 2) and deferring the 2nd phase beyond 2022. The surplus DC
2022. balance
The surplus
fund balance,
as presented
below,then
in 2022
then
fund
as DC
presented
below
in 2022 would
be would
applied
to be
theapplied
Plant to the
Plant expansion
costs
which
wouldbe
bescheduled
scheduled for
in 2023.
expansion
costs
which
would
forimplementation
implementation
in 2023.

The following table presents a 6-year history of residential and non-residential development
starts in the City of Hamilton. The significance of this Table is that historical development activity
may be a good indicator of future development trends and the resulting development revenue
that may be projected in order to determine the risk of meeting future DC debt obligations. The
starts and DC activity in 2010 represents an anomaly due to a significant development charge
(DC) rate increase phase-in and the fact that developers rushed to complete building permits to
take advantage of lower rates of the previous DC by-law. There are concerns regarding recent
slow economic conditions and their long-term impact on development activity. Historical trends
Province’s
projections
population
growth
maymay
notnot
bebealigning
indicate that
the Province’sregarding
projections future
regarding
future population
growth
aligning
with
actual
activity.
with
actual development
development activity.
Province’s projections regarding future population growth may not be aligning
with actual development activity.

Projected DC Supported Annual Debt Payments versus 2012 Projected DC Revenues/Historical Average
($ Millions)
2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 Totals
2013 Rate Budget
DC Debt payments
4
12
20
26
28
29
31
32
33
34
2012 Projection/Historical Average
(28) (28) (28) (28) (28) (28) (28) (28) (28) (28)
DC Exemptions
(9)
(9)
(9)
(9)
(6)
(6)
(6)
(3)
(3)
(3)

City of Hamilton Development Activity

City of Hamilton Development
Activity
Single-Detached
Non-Residential
Year

Year

2007

2007
2008
2008
2009
2009
2010
2010
2011
2011
2012
2012
6-year Average

6-year Average

(surplus) / loss

Single-Detached
Non-Residential
Unit Equivalent
(Sq.Ft.)
Unit Equivalent
(Sq.Ft.)

1692

1,720,588

1692
1803
1803
10531053
21022102
15371537
20002000

1,720,588
1,512,918
1,512,918
946,092946,092
2,857,736
2,857,736
1,025,991
1,025,991
1,800,000
1,800,000

1681

1,643,888

1681

(25)

(17)

(11)

(6)

(5)

(3)

1

2

1,643,888

The table below compares the Provincial forecast development activity with the

Average Single Detached Unit Equivalent Construction Versus Provincial Forecast
2012
2013
2014-2031
Total 2012-2031
Staff Budget/Act
2,000
1,500
1,944
38,500
Average Single Detached Unit Equivalent Construction Versus Provincial Forecast
Places To Grow
2,566
2,566
2,566
51,333
2012 566
2013
2014-2031
Total 2012-2031
Net
1,066
622
12,833

There are several steps the City has taken to minimizing its risk exposure in
meeting annual projected DC debt payments. These include:

Total 2012-2031
Staff Budget/Act
1,800,000
650,000
1,571,111
30,730,000
Places To Grow
2,048,700
2,048,700
2,048,700
40,974,000
Average Square Footage Non-Residential Construction versus Provincial Forecast
Net
248,700
1,398,700
477,589
10,244,000

b)

Staff Budget/Act
2,000
1,500
1,944
Places
To Grow
2,566 Construction versus
2,566 Provincial Forecast
2,566
Average
Square Footage Non-Residential
2012
2013
2014-2031
Net
566
1,066
622

2012
2013
2014-2031
Total
Staff Budget/Act
1,800,000
650,000
1,571,111
As the City goes forward with its growth infrastructure plans, current policies must sustain the
Places
ToCity
Grow
2,048,700
2,048,700 plans, current
2,048,700
As the
goes forward with
its growth infrastructure
policies
“Places to Grow” growth patterns.
The City is basing
its growth planning
on Provincial forecasts
Net
248,700
1,398,700
must sustain the “Places to Grow”
growth patterns.
The City is477,589
basing its growth

which pegon
Hamilton’s
population
660,000
by Hamilton’s
2031. To date,
the City isat
falling
shortby
of those
planning
Provincial
forecastsatwhich
peg
population
660,000
projections.
2031. To date, the City is falling short of those projections.

38,500
51,333
12,833

2012-2031
30,730,000
40,974,000
10,244,000

As the City goes forward with its growth infrastructure plans, current policies
Table
5 examines
the risk of
revenues
covering
forecast
debt. its growth
must
sustain
the “Places
toforecast
Grow” DC
growth
patterns.
The
City isDC
basing
The
information
in
Table
5
illustrates
that
forecast
DC
rate
revenues
for
the
planning on Provincial forecasts which peg Hamilton’s population at10660,000 by
year period
2013&–Services
2022Overview
is greater than the budgeted DC debt requirements by
Rate Budget
2031.
To date,
City is
short of
projections.
$94 million.
Thethe
forecast
DCfalling
rate revenue
is those
a conservative
figure which takes
into account the 5-year historical development activity average illustrated in

Table 5 examines the risk of forecast DC revenues covering forecast DC debt.

3

(94)

The
Province’s
Growth
forGreater
the Greater
Horseshoe
(Places
to Grow)
The Province’s
Growth
PlanPlan
for the
Golden Golden
Horseshoe
(Places to Grow)
released
in June
released
in
June
2006,
directs
that
by
2031,
the
City
of
Hamilton
plan
for
a
2006 directs that by 2031, the City of Hamilton plan for a population of 660,000 and employment
population of 660,000 and employment of 300,000. As required under the
of 300,000. As required under the “Places to Grow Act” 2005, the City of Hamilton must bring its
“Places to Grow Act” 2005, the City of Hamilton must bring its Official Plan into
Official Plan into conformity and use the population targets to plan for the infrastructure required
conformity
and use the population targets to plan for the infrastructure required to
to servicesame.
same. However,
census
datadata
has shown
that Hamilton
(as well as
other
service
However,
census
has shown
that Hamilton
(as
wellmunicipalities)
as other
is not keeping pace
withkeeping
the projected
example, Hamilton
the last 6 years has
municipalities)
is not
pacegrowth.
with theForprojected
growth. over
For example,
averaged 1,681
unit
equivalents
for1,681
its residential
construction
activity. Places
Hamilton
oversingle-detached
the last 6 years
has
averaged
single-detached
unit
equivalents
its residential
construction
Places
to Grow,2,566
in itsunits
forecast
to Grow, in its for
forecast
to 2031, requires
Hamiltonactivity.
to average
approximately
annually.
to
2031,
requires
average
approximately
2,566the
units
annually.
That If
That
forecast
is whatHamilton
staff must to
plan
for in expanding,
for example,
wastewater
capacity.
forecast
isdoes
whatnot
staff
must
for in still
expanding,
for example,
the wastewater
the growth
occur,
theplan
City would
have to meet
its debt obligations
which funded
capacity. If the growth does not occur, the City would still have to meet its debt
the growth infrastructure. The City does not have the financial capacity to meet these obligations
obligations which funded the growth infrastructure. The City does not have the
from non-rate
sources.
Accordingly,
growth projections
do not materialize,
debt becomes
financial
capacity
to meet
these ifobligations
from non-rate
sources. the
Accordingly,
unaffordable
and
will
further
impact
water
and
wastewater
rates.
if growth projections do not materialize, the debt becomes unaffordable and will
further impact water and wastewater rates.

Thetable
table
below compares
the Provincial
forecast
development
activity
with the
City’s
The
below
compares
the
Provincial
forecast
development
activity
with the
City’s
historical
activity.
Also
included
in the City
numbers
is a conservative
DChistorical
activity.
Also
included
in
the
City
numbers
is
a
conservative
DC
activity
projection
for
the
City’s
historical
activity.
Alsoofincluded
in to
the
Cityforecast
numbers
is aequals
conservative
activity
projection
for the term
the “Places
Grow”
which
75% term DC
of the “Places
Grow”
forecast
which
75% of
the
out
to the year
2031. equals
This
of
activitytoout
to
year
2031.
This“Places
table
shows
that development
activity
in table75%
activity
projection
forthe
the
term
of equals
the
to activity
Grow”
forecast
which
the
City
has
not
kept
pace
with
75%
of
the
Provincial
forecast.
This
means
that
shows
that
development
activity
in
the
City
has
not
kept
pace
with
75%
of
the
Provincial
forecast. in
of the activity out to the year 2031. This table shows that development activity
the
City
is
falling
further
behind
in
development
activity
and
related
revenues
means
Citypace
is falling
further
behind
in development
and related
revenuesthat
theThis
City
hasthat
notthe
kept
with
75%
of the
Provincial activity
forecast.
This means
needed to support the debt required for the Places to Grow infrastructure.
supportfurther
the debtbehind
required in
for development
the Places to Grow
infrastructure.
theneeded
City istofalling
activity
and related revenues
needed to support the debt required for the Places to Grow infrastructure.
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(33)

a)

c)
d)

The phasing in of the wastewater plant expansion. The further out in time
the plant expansion occurs, the more time the City would have to meet
development activity/revenue targets.
Increased subsidy from the Federal/Provincial Governments for growth
related rate projects. This would reduce the amount of financing required.
Create DC reserve policies which minimize risk. One such example would
be to limit reserve balances to a minimum balance which must equal 2 or
3 years of DC debt payments.
Staging of Development. The City has such a program in place which
ensures that only available DC revenues are targeted first to those
developments which maximize assessment growth. There would be no
funding of DC projects with phantom DC revenues (revenues which have
not been collected to date).

Rate Budget
& Services linear
Overview
The Woodward Avenue wastewater treatment plant, water,
wastewater
and storm growth infrastructure represent a significant part of the City’s
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There are several steps the City has taken to minimize its risk exposure in meeting annual
projected DC debt payments. These include:
a) The phasing in of the wastewater plant expansion. The further out in time the plant expansion
occurs, the more time the City would have to meet development activity/revenue targets.
b) Increased subsidy from the Federal/Provincial Governments for growth related rate projects.
This would reduce the amount of financing required.
c) Create DC reserve policies which minimize risk. One such example would be to limit reserve
balances to a minimum balance which must equal 2 or 3 years of DC debt payments.
d) Staging of Development. The City has such a program in place which ensures that only
available DC revenues are targeted first to those developments which maximize assessment
growth. There would be no funding of DC projects with phantom DC revenues (revenues
which have not been collected to date).
The Woodward Avenue wastewater treatment plant, water, wastewater linear and storm
growth infrastructure represent a significant part of the City’s Development Charges. The
increase in water and wastewater DC’s is happening across municipalities in southern Ontario
as a consequence of growth and more stringent Provincial and Federal water and wastewater
regulations regarding water quality and the quality of wastewater effluent.

Financial Review

In order to address the excess wastewater flow and the forecasted growth potential for the City, a
substantial plant expansion is required. Since the 2009 Rate Budget deliberations, staff indicated
to Council that there is significant risk attached to the current Wastewater plant expansion as it
relates to meeting the Province’s “Places to Grow” development forecasts and generating enough
growth revenue to pay for the capital costs attributed to growth. This is especially significant,
as it relates to current recessionary economic conditions and the corresponding decrease in
residential construction activity.
The 2013 Rate Capital Budget and 10 year forecast reflect the phasing of the Wastewater plant
expansion. The DC Reserve forecast projects a positive reserve balance based on meeting staff’s
growth forecast and the phasing of the plant expansion.

Projected Water / Wastewater / Storm Reserves
The graph below provides the projected reserve balances for the Water, Wastewater and Storm
programs. The reserve forecast reflects utilizing $17.1 million in reserve funds to fund previously
approved capital in 2012 and prior years, $1.6 million budgeted capital funding in 2013 and $8.4
million in 2014 to reduce reliance on debt. As well, the reserve forecast reflects a total of $1.6
million in contributions to the reserve from projected revenue surpluses over the 10 year period.
The reserve forecast also reflects utilizing $3.7 million in total from the reserve in years 2012 to
2014 to provide future compassionate flood relief to residential property owners in addition to
contributions to support previous flooding commitments.
Reserves are essential to assist the City in mitigating unanticipated events such as consumption
fluctuations, unforeseen increases in capital costs and potentially to decrease future debt
issuance. The current reserve forecast indicates the reserve balance will decrease slightly from
$73 million in 2011 to $66 million in 2014 and then increase over the years to $87 million in 2022.

Water
/ Wastewater / Storm Reserve Forecast
Water / Wastewater / Storm Reserve Forecast
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Comparative Rates
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In recent years, staff reported that Hamilton’s water and wastewater rates have remained
competitive, inclusive of the fact that annual rate increases over the past decade averaged 6.3%,
before adjusting for inflation.

Trends in Water Rate Charges 2004-2013
Hamilton’s
average
annual
water rate
increased by 6.3% before adjusting
Trendsoverall
in Water
Rate
Charges
2004-2013
forHamilton’s
inflationoverall
during
the
10
year
period
2004
to
2013. Accounting for inflation
average annual water rate increased by 6.3% before adjusting for inflation
results in the overall average annual rate increase over the same period
during the 10 year period 2004 to 2013. Accounting for inflation results in the overall average
amounting to 4.1%.
annual rate increase over the same period amounts to 4.1%.

The chart below shows the trend in Hamilton’s water rates for the period 2004 to
The chart below shows the trend in Hamilton’s water rates for the period 2004 to 2013:
2013:

Water Rate Changes
Water
Changes
2004Rate
to 2013
2004 to 2013

10%
9%
Average 6.3%

8%

% Change

7%
6%

Over the past decade, Hamilton’s ability to maintain competitive water and wastewater rates,
given the magnitude
of the rate increases
over investment
this same period,
is a reflection of the
municipalities
are addressing
many approved
of the same
requirements
fact
that
similar
to
Hamilton,
other
municipalities
are
addressing
many
of
the
same
identified above. Also, it should be noted, that other municipalities,
likeinvestment
Hamilton,
requirements
identified
above. Also,
it should
municipalities,
like Hamilton,
have
adjusted
consumption
forecasts
asbeanoted
resultthat
of other
conservation
efforts.
have adjusted consumption forecasts as a result of conservation efforts.

Over the period 2002 to 2012, Hamilton’s residential annual water and
to the current
ofwastewater
12th. Other
wastewater
bill2002
hastoranged
from 8th residential
Over the period
2012, Hamilton’s
annualranking
water and
bill has ranged
municipalities
within
the
comparator
group
are
facing
similar
infrastructure
from 8th to the current ranking of 12th. Other municipalities within the comparator group are
investment
as Hamilton.
facing similarrequirements
infrastructure investment
requirements as Hamilton.
A review of average annual residential water and wastewater charges of
A review of average annual residential water and wastewater charges of comparator
comparator municipalities indicates that Hamilton’s average charges are within
municipalities indicates that Hamilton’s average charges are within the lower range in terms of
the lower range in terms of total annual charges. In the case of commercial and
total annual charges. In the case of commercial and industrial ratepayers, the comparison of
industrial
ratepayers, the comparison of average annual charges indicates that
average annual
that which
Hamilton
in the mid
range
Hamilton
rankscharges
in theindicates
mid range
is ranks
consistent
with
lastwhich
year.is consistent with
last year.

5%
4%

Average 4.1%

3%
2%
1%
0%

2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013

Not Adjusted for Inflation

Adjusted for Inflation

Comparative Rates
In recent years, staff reported that Hamilton’s water and wastewater rates have
remained competitive, inclusive of the fact that annual rate increases over the
past decade averaged 6.3%, before adjusting for inflation.
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An updated review of 2012 annual water and wastewater charges places Hamilton, in the case of
residential users, within the mid to low range of a 14 municipality comparator group.

An updated review of 2012 annual water and wastewater charges places
Hamilton, in the case of residential users, within the mid to low range of a 14
municipality comparator group.
Over the past decade, Hamilton’s ability to maintain competitive water and
Rate Budget & Services Overview
wastewater rates, given the magnitude of the rate increases approved over this
same period, is a reflection of the fact that similar to Hamilton, other

2012 COMBINED METERED WATER/WASTEWATER CHARGE
COMPARISON WITH OTHER MUNICIPALITIES
AVERAGE
SMALL COMM/IND
MUNICIPALITY
RESIDENTIAL
325 M3
3
220 M
Annual
Ranking
Annual
Ranking
Charge
Charge
Norfolk
1,221
1
1,597
1
London
938
2
1,093
7
St. Catharines
844
3
1,138
3
Cambridge
828
4
1,158
2
Brantford
806
5
1,134
4
Guelph
786
6
1,071
8
Kitchener
754
7
1,113
5
Waterloo
752
8
1,095
6
Ottawa
701
9
1,020
9
Durham
683
10
903
10
Halton
678
11
876
11
Hamilton
578
12
825
12
Toronto
548
13
809
13
Peel
363
14
536
14
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2012 COMBINED METERED WATER/WASTEWATER CHARGE
COMPARISON WITH OTHER MUNICIPALITIES
LARGE
MID-SIZE
COMM/IND
MUNICIPALITY
COMM/IND
22,727 M3
2,272 M3
Annual
Ranking
Annual
Ranking
Charge
Charge
Kitchener
7,782
1
77,842
1
Waterloo
7,495
2
74,383
2
Cambridge
7,484
3
71,790
3
Brantford
7,239
4
71,058
4
Norfolk
7,053
5
58,270
8
Ottawa
6,994
6
69,136
5
St. Catharines
6,590
7
63,864
6
Guelph
6,347
8
61,780
7
Hamilton
6,263
9
54,009
10
Toronto
5,657
10
56,583
9
Durham
5,633
11
42,881
13
Halton
5,475
12
44,027
12
London
5,170
13
44,752
11
Peel
3,749
14
37,497
14

CONSUMPTION AND RATE-GENERATED REVENUES
Metered Water Consumption
Currently, the City of Hamilton has approximately 142,000 metered water
accounts, approximately 92.3% of which are residential accounts. While
industrial/institutional accounts make up less than 0.5% of total metered
accounts, industrial/institutional water consumption accounts for 25% of total
consumption. In 2012 (year to date), residential users account for 46% of total
water consumption, the balance 54% is attributed to commercial demand.

Financial Review

C

onsumption and
Rate-Generated
Revenues

Metered Water
Consumption
Currently, the City of Hamilton has
approximately 142,000 metered water
accounts, approximately 92.3% of which
are residential accounts. While industrial/
institutional accounts make up less than
0.5% of total metered accounts, industrial/
institutional water consumption accounts
for 25% of total consumption. In 2012 (year
to date), residential users account for 46% of
total water consumption, the balance 54% is
attributed to commercial demand.

Metered Accounts by Sector
Metered
Accounts by Sector
Small
Commercial
3.6%

Large
Commercial
3.5%

Industrial
0.4%

Residential
92.3%
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2012 Metered Consumption by Sector
(Forecast 12 months)
Rate Budget & Services Overview
Large
Commercial
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For 2012, total water and wastewater revenues are projected to amount to $155
For
2012,
totalon
water
and wastewater
revenues are
projected
to meters.
amount to $155
million,
based
metered
sales of approximately
61 million
cubic
million,
based
metered
sales
of approximately
61wastewater
million cubic
meters.are
Projected
2012on
metered
and
non-metered
water and
revenues
Projected
metered and$2.0
non-metered
water
and wastewater revenues are
forecast to2012
be approximately
million below
budget.
forecast to be approximately $2.0 million below budget.

Residential
92.3%

2012 Metered Consumption by Sector
2012 Metered
Consumption
(Forecast
12 months) by Sector
(Forecast 12 months)
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Haldimand/Halton
3%

cubic
metres
(000s
m3)m3)
cubic
metres
(000s

Small
Commercial
3%

Large
Commercial
23%

Metered Water Consumption

Metered Water Consumption
Metered Water Consumption

0

Residential
46%

Over
thethe
past
years,
Over
pastnumber
number ofof
years,
staff staff recommended varying degrees of
adjustment
to
the
consumption
assumptions in recognition of changing demand
recommended varying degrees of adjustment
for water
across all sectors.
to the consumption
assumptions in recognition
of changing demand for water across all

For sectors.
the 2011 budget, staff recommended reducing the Large ICI consumption
levels by 3.0%. For 2006 to 2009, staff recommended adjusting the forecast
consumption
each
year
in the large commercial sector as the historical
For the 2011for
budget,
staff
recommended
consumption
in
this
sector
had
reducing the Large ICI consumptionbeen
levels declining.
by
3.0%. For 2006 to 2009, staff recommended
adjusting the forecast consumption for each
year in the large commercial sector as the
historical consumption in this sector had been
declining.
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For 2012, total water and wastewater revenues
are projected to amount to $155 million based
on metered sales of approximately 61 million
cubic meters. Projected 2012 metered and
non-metered water and wastewater revenues
are forecast to be approximately $2.0 million
below budget.

Rate Budget & Services Overview

Small Commercial

Residential

Small Commercial

Large Commercial

Large Commercial

Haldimand/Halton

Haldimand/Halton

Industrial / Institutional

Industrial / Institutional

figure
below
highlights
consumption
trends
in the residential
TheThe
figure
below
highlights
consumption
trends in
the residential
sector. sector.
The figure
average
water
consumption,
per household,
the last three
years was
The
below
highlights
consumption
trends during
in the residential
sector.
3
Theapproximately
average water consumption,
per the
household,
during
last three
years220m
was approximately
217m3, and for
purpose
of thethe
2012
forecast
was
217m3,
and
for
the
purpose
of
the
2012
forecast
220m3
was
assumed.
assumed.
The average water consumption, per household, during the last three years was

approximately 217m3, and for the purpose of the 2012 forecast 220m3 was
assumed.
Residential Water Consumption
35,000
30,000

cubic metrescubic
(000s
m3)
metres (000s m3)

2012 Projected Consumption
2012 Projected Consumption

Residential

Residential Water Consumption
Residential Water Consumption

35,000
25,000
20,000
30,000
15,000
25,000
10,000
20,000
5,000
15,000
10,000

5,000

2003 Actual 2004 Actual 2005 Actual 2006 Actual 2007 Actual 2008 Actual 2009 Actual 2010 Actual 2011 Actual 2012 Budget

2012
Forecast

2003 Actual 2004 Actual 2005 Actual 2006 Actual 2007 Actual 2008 Actual 2009 Actual 2010 Actual 2011 Actual 2012 Budget

2012
Forecast

For the period January to October 2012, total ICI consumption accounts for approximately 25.6
million cubic meters or 49.9% of total water consumed, versus 26 million cubic meters over the
same period in 2011.
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For the period January to October 2012, total ICI consumption accounts for
approximately 25.6 million cubic metres or 49.9% of total water consumed,
versus 26 million cubic
meters over the same period in 2011.
Industrial/Commercial/Institutional

Consumption m3

Water Consumption

50,000

3

Industrial/Commercial/Institutional
Water Consumption

Consumption m

35,000
30,000

30,000

20,000

10,000

2003 Actual 2004 Actual 2005 Actual 2006 Actual 2007 Actual 2008 Actual 2009 Actual 2010 Actual 2011 Actual 2012 Budget

2012
Forecast

A 2012 budget variance has been identified in the ICI sector as the ICI sector
remains at low consumption levels relative to the period 2003-2007.

cubic metres (,000s m3)

cubic metres (000s m3)

40,000

25,000
20,000
15,000
10,000
5,000
0
Residential

A 2012 budget variance has been identified in the ICI sector as the ICI sector remains at low
consumption
levels
relative tothe
thelargest
period 2003-2007.
In 2010, staff
surveyed
Industrial users which confirmed that water

Small Commercial

2012 Budget

Large
Commercial

2012 Forecast

Haldimand/Halton

Industrial

2013 Budget

conservation initiatives were a common initiative in this sector with significant

impacts.
major
producer
that
an investment
a cooling tower
In
2010, staffOne
surveyed
thefood
largest
industrialreported
users which
confirmed
that waterin
conservation
to allow were
the recycling
waterininthis
their
operations
has resulted
in 432,000
m3
initiatives
a common of
initiative
sector
with significant
impacts. One
major food
annuallyreported
being reused
which equates
to over
inrecycling
foregone
combined
producer
that an investment
in a cooling
tower$900,000
to allow the
of water
in their
water andhaswastewater
revenues.
Similarly,
steel
fabrication
operations
resulted in 432,000
m3 annually
beingone
reused
which
equates tocompany
over $900,000 in
implemented
a
valve
control
plan
to
shut
off
water
during
non-production
periods
foregone combined water and wastewater revenues. Similarly, one steel
fabrication company
resulting
in
savings
of
approximately
$100,000
annually,
in
addition
to
recycling
implemented a valve control plan to shut off water during non-production periods resulting in
water within their operations amounting to 340,000 m3 annually equating to
savings of approximately $100,000 annually, in addition to recycling water within their operations
approximately $650,000 in foregone combined water and wastewater revenues.
amounting to 340,000 m3 annually equating to approximately $650,000 in foregone combined
water
and wastewater
revenues.
Economic
conditions
have negatively impacted water consumption with sluggish
recovery in the Commercial and Industrial sector. Staff will continue to monitor

Economic
conditions
haveall
negatively
consumption
with
sluggish
recovery
consumption
across
sectorsimpacted
and takewater
efforts
to ensure
that
the City
of in
Hamilton
is maximizing
full revenue
potentialtowith
respect
to metered
the
Commercial
and Industrialitssector.
Staff will continue
monitor
consumption
acrosswater
all
and wastewater.
Similarly,
staffthe
willCity
beofmonitoring
changes in
in
sectors
and take efforts
to ensure that
Hamilton is maximizing
itsconsumption
full revenue potential
year
and
reporting
through
the
Budget
Variance
Reports
and
Information
Reports
with respect to metered water and wastewater. Similarly, staff will be monitoring changes in
to Council. each year and reporting through the Budget Variance Reports and Information
consumption
Reports to Council.

2013 Consumption Forecast

2013
Consumption Forecast
For 2013, total metered water consumption is forecast at approximately 61.4

million cubic meters, a reduction of approximately 1% relative to 2012 budget.

For
2013,
total metered
consumption
is forecast
at approximately
61.4inmillion
cubic meters,
The
following
chart water
compares
forecast
budgeted
consumption
the years
2012
aand
reduction
2013.of approximately 1% relative to 2012 budget. The following chart compares forecast
budgeted consumption in the years 2012 and 2013.
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Environment Canada tracks municipal water usage and has observed a

downward
trendtracks
on water
consumption
country
over thetrend
last on
decade.
Environment
Canada
municipal
water usageacross
and has the
observed
a downward
water
consumption across the country over the last decade.

Based on the review of residential consumption patterns, residential
consumption,
average,consumption
has been declining
over the consumption,
past decade.
Based
on the reviewon
of residential
patterns, residential
on The
average,
declining
consumption
reflects
ongoing
conservation
efforts
associated
with
has been declining over the past decade. The declining consumption reflects ongoing
fixture/appliance obsolescence such as the installation of water efficient toilets
conservation efforts associated with fixture/appliance obsolescence such as the installation of
and washer machines. For 2013, staff is recommending that the forecast for
water efficient toilets and washer machines. For 2013, staff is recommending that the forecast
average residential consumption remain at 220m3 to reflect consumption trends
for observed
average residential
in 2008consumption
– 2012. remain at 220m3 to reflect consumption trends observed in
2008 – 2012.

It is not clear how much further average residential consumption can decline, but

It isthere
not clear
howthe
much
further average
residential
consumption
can decline,
there exists
exists
potential
for further
declines,
principally
due to but
conservation
theefforts
potential
for the
further
declines, principally
due toThe
conservation
efforts and the associated
and
associated
regulations.
Water Opportunities
and Water
Conservation
ActOpportunities
passed by the
government
in November
2010, includes
regulations.
The Water
and Ontario
Water Conservation
Act, passed
by the Ontario
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For the 2012 ICI sector consumption forecast, staff is recommending continuing

For the 2012 ICI sector consumption forecast, staff is recommending continuing the planned
the planned reduction in budgeted consumption over a three year period (2011reduction in budgeted consumption over a three year period (2011-2013) to the 2010 forecasted
2013) to the 2010 forecasted consumption levels.
consumption levels.
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10-Year Consumption Forecast
Total water consumption over the 10-year forecast is projected to increase by approximately 3%.
10-Year Consumption Forecast
This relatively conservative forecast reflects the following:
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ricing Strategy
and Water Demand

The cost of supplying clean water for
residential use is influenced by demand and
the cost of production. In addition to the
cost of production, many municipalities, like
Hamilton, have had to introduce financing
strategies that incorporate the cost of
replacement and remediation of aging
infrastructure. All water service providers are
mindful of the increasing costs of production
especially with respect to energy. This has
undoubtedly spurred the increasing attention
that the study of water demand seems to
receive from water supply and environmental
authorities.
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In basic economic theory, the key principle
to explain why conservation-oriented pricing
works is referred to as the price elasticity of
demand. In simple terms, people respond
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differently to changes in price for different
goods and services. Some goods and services
are very inelastic meaning that people’s
consumption does not change much when
the price goes up. Inelastic goods are typically
ones that have few substitutes or where
having them is a necessity. Given the much
higher cost of bottled water, municipal water
is not cost effectively substituted.
Research has shown that water demand can,
to some extent, be manipulated by price
for discretionary uses (lawn watering, car
washing, and swimming pools); however,
water demand is relatively price inelastic
(changes in price do not materially impact
demand) particularly when other conservation
programs have been implemented as is the
case in Hamilton.
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The cost of supplying clean water for residential use is influenced by demand
and the cost of production. In addition to the cost of production, many
municipalities, like Hamilton, have had to introduce financing strategies that
incorporate the cost of replacement and remediation of aging infrastructure. All
water service providers are mindful of the increasing costs of production,
especially with respect to energy. This has undoubtedly spurred the increasing
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Hamilton Water Overview

Many home technologies and simple
behaviour changes can reduce consumption
without significant difficulty or costs. Even for
the non-residential sector, research has shown
that the response to water price changes is
similar to households that begin to change
practices and replace old technology.
There have been studies that show that
outdoor water use is much more sensitive
(elastic) to price changes than indoor water
use. Despite this, research suggests that the
most likely range for elasticity of residential
water demand is – 0.20 to 0.40, which means
a 10% increase in price lowers demand
by 2 - 4%. However, with the presence of
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other conservation and efficient water use
programs, as is the case in Hamilton, it is
reasonable to anticipate that the potential
reductions would tend to be at the low end of
the range.
Overall, the research and Hamilton’s
experience provides evidence that water is
relatively “inelastic”, meaning that when the
price increases, consumption decreases but at
a lower rate than the increase in price. While
water demand elasticity varies both between
user groups and seasonal periods, research
indicates that water demand in all user classes
and all time periods is predominately inelastic.

